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Tougher Alcohol Policy Also On The Way
BYJIMBARR&
LAUREL PORTNOY
News Editors

The Board of Trustees has
adopted a resolution requiring
all Greek organizations to become coeducational by September 1995.
On Friday, twenty-one
members of the Board of Trustees were on campus for a multiissue oriented meeting. The
committee to review the role of
fraternities and sororities,
chaired by Trustee Douglas
Tansill '61, presented the resolution, the result of a year long
study.
According to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
Alfred J. Koeppel '54, "The re-

port calls for the campus community to join together in bringing about, no later than September 1995,1) the coeducation of
fraternities and sororities, 2) the
establishment of closer ties between Greek organizations and
faculty, administrators, and
alumni, 3) the improvement of
the physical condition and appearance of fraternity houses, 4)
the development of a very strong
alcohol policy, 5) the strengthening of rules governing the
conduct of students during
pledge activities and social functions, 6) the fostering of social
alternatives to fraternities and
sororities."
In a meeting with President Tom Gerety, Dean of Students David Winer, Chairman

of the Board of Trustees Koeppel, over which they preside.
and Trustees Tansill and Arthur
Besides implementing the
E. Walmsley '48, it was agreed coeducational change, the resothat the process of implement- lution states that members of
ing this plan would be a chal- the advisory boards will:
lenge. "We didn't come with
• Establish monitoring or
every answer," said Trustee chaperoning procedures for soTansill.
cial functions
President Gerety added
• Review hazing and
that "There is a lot of room for pledging activities
participation and input/' in this
• Promote intellectual acplan.
tivities within the organization.
Specifically, the resolution
Also mandated by the
calls for a advisory boards to be resolution, Greek organizations
formed that will guide each will be required to meet city and
Greek organization through the college standards for their
transition. Each advisory board houses. Chairman of the Board,
will be comprised of at least one Koeppel said that, "We will infaculty member, one adminis- sist that they will be maintrator, one alumnus/alumna, tained."
and appropriate representatives
The resolution also refrom the Greek organization quires that "New policies regarding the consumption of alcohol be instituted, with special

Professor Pleads Guilty To
Third Degree Assault
BY CLIFF FULLER
Managing Editor

In a hearing held last Tuesday at the West Hartford Superior Court, the Trinity professor
arrested last May for allegedly
assaulting his wife pled guilty
to lesser charges.
Charlotte McChord, the
attorney representing the professor, moved to withdraw his
original pleas of not guilty (to
charges of Second Degree Assault, Disorderly Conduct, ar\d

Risk of Injury to a Child) and to
change them to pleas of guilty to
lesser charges of First Degree
Reckless Endangerment and
Third Degree Assault.
The pretrial hearing was
the first case on the docket at 10
o'clock A.M. at the courthouse
last Tuesday and lasted 15 minutes. Presiding was the Honorable Judge Howard Scheinblum.
JudgeScheinblurnheard the testimony and saw the evidence as
presented by Mark Brodsky, an
attorney representing the state

News Analysis;

Privacy Outside The Classroom?
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
News Editor
<?>

As a result of last week's
Tripod story regarding a professor who was charged with
allegedly assaulting his wife,
many issues have been raised
by faculty and students alike as
to the relevance of a professor's
private life to the Trinity community.
According to Assistant
Professor of PoHical Science
Adrienne Fulco, the informa-

tion has already had an effect
on the campus. "We can't erase
what people know. Things are
not the same as they were six
monthsago. Todenythatithas
had an effect does not make
sense," she says,
"The issue has certainly
increased student awareness
thatprofessors arepeople," said
one senior.
Although institutions,
such as Trinity, may fervently
attempt to make the separation

Evidence submitted by the state
included thepolice report of the
incident, photos of injuries sustained by the Professor's estranged wife during the incident, and a medical report from
Hartford Hospital which detailed said injuries.
Also submitted by the
state was a letter from the
professor's wife. She made it
known in the letter that she did
not wish her husband to receive
a felony conviction, nor did she
wish him to be incarcerated for
the charges brought against him.
Ms. McChord, in the
professor's defense, echoed the
wife's sentiments, citingthatthe
incident last May has "put htm
in limbo" concerning his immediate occupational plans. Ms.
McChord told the court that the
professor has an obligation wi Ih
the University of California in
San Diego, and that he is there
on a grant for the fall semester
as a guest lecturer.
The professor had also
recently received tenure at Trinity College, according to
McChord, but this, too, was
indeterminate pending the reso-

please turn to page 8

pleaxe turn to page 7
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Editor
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-•'A broken fire sprinkler
head flooded the haHways/and
forced the evacuation of the
Vernort Street Ddrmitoiy.
On Saturday night, at
around 10:35 p.m., campus
safety received a phonecall saying that students playing football in ttve hallway had hit a
sprinkler1 head. Ihe students
said tha t the sprinkler head was
leaking water.
-Assistant Director of
Campus Safety ErinOlsonsaid
thatasshewasleaving the campus safety office, the sprinkler
8«t off their fealaim terminal.
Upon arriving at the dormitory the sprinklers were immediately turned off. However,
ill the water in the sprinkler
system drained through, the
broken head.
Water from the second
floor soaked through the Boot
and caaie out jhrough ttie ceiling oftheKisttlooi,' Wateralso
poureddown the elevator shaft.
, AccordingtoMrs.Oteon,
the fire captain teqiiiisd cam-

emphasis on rules regulating
alcohol at social functions."
Dean of Students David Winer
said that the alcotvol policy was
going to be evaluated "irrespective of the Trustees decision."
Activities, including Social gatherings and pledge functions were also addressed. Specific recommendations of the
committee include:
. • Closer monitoring of
conduct at social functions
• Definite closing times
for social events
• Restriction of pledge
activities to weekends
• Prohibiting hazing.
A significant portion of
the resolution was dedicated to
promoting activities tha t extend
beyond the Greek system, thus
fostering the growth of social
please turn to page 7

p j o d o a roojmbyroojri
evacuation/ and shut,off the
mainpower, leaving the building dark except for emercengy
lighting in. the ha Uways.
Members of the custodial
staff wasb'roughi in alnwtimmediateiy to mop up (he mess,
but were forced to stop working when the emergency lights
went out at approximately
12;45 p.m.
When the power was
shut oft to the Versnon Street
Dormitory, power was also cut
totheKoeppelSludent Center,
U3 Vernofi St., and the Smith
Alumni House, According to
Mrs. Olson, one guest at the
Smith House apparently' 1
checked out because the electricity and air conditioning
were of £
The Trinity College elect*
tru&uvwas called in. and had to
inspect all electrical fixtures
before and after ^restoring electricity.
* •
The elevator was turned
off and will not be turned back
on until it ha& time to dry out.,
Mrs. Olson was sux»
to page 7

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD OUTLOOK:
A Republican gives his view on the
Clinton draft issue on page 12. According to one VV&N writer, Clinton
has plans for implementing his programs, and a very specific budget.
Turn to page \%

FEATURES:

ARTS:

SPORTS:

On page 14 are listed the "Top Nine
Reasons The Greeks Are Going CoEd." After a two-week hiatus, Along
the Long Walk makes its much anticipated return, complete with photos.
See page 15 for all the details.

This week Chris and Dana review the
movie Wind, and can give you some
hints on whether to see it or not. Look
for their review on page 16. The
Dworin dance ensemble gave a performance last Friday. See page 17.

Men's Soccer began their season last
Friday by beating Coast Guard. The
Trinity Women's Volleyball team
played well last weekend in their new
home: Oostings gym. Turn to page 24
for details of their win over Clark.
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fhe trustees have finally made their decision refgarding fraternities and sororities. By September
|of 1995 all such organizations must be coeducational. This directive represents a compromise between the
two extremes of abolition and preservation of the status
quo. But compromises are solutions which usually satisfy
no one. The Trustees' recent resolution appears to be no
exception.
Last Saturday's announcement probably did not
please some members of the faculty. They voted last spring
overwhelmingly in favor of abolishing fraternities and
sororities. Nor, obviously, were members of the campus'
Greek organizations happy at the decision. Several fraternities risklosingtheirnationalbackingif they admitwomen,
Where does this decision leave us? There are many
unanswered questions, which were not addressed in the
Trustee memo which was circulated to members of the
Trinity community.
For instance, what will happen to those fraternities or
sororities which choose to sacrifice recognition by the college instead of going co-ed? It is conceivable that some
sororities and fraternities will simply go "off campus,"
although they may still reside on Vernon St. This would
leave the administration in a position of no authority over
the activities occurring within those houses. Thus, an offcampus fraternity will be able to have late-nights whenever
it wants to, and will be able to serve whatever kind of
alcohol it wants.
Another question remains to be asked. What if no
women wish to join one of the fraternities or no man wishes
to join a sorority? Certain fraternities and sororities will
either have to undergo extensive changes of character or

simply cease to exist.
Thus, the Trustees' decision equals abolition for
many of our fraternities and,sororities. His perhaps less of
a compromise than it seems at first glance. C loeducalion is
a fate worse than abolition fur some of these organize lions.
The decision, however, has been made. What Trinity
must do now is come up with a plan for establishing n new
social system in the wake of these changes. The deadline
for such a plan is March 1993.
This means that scarcely six months remain to make
the decisions which will influence whether students wish
to come to Trinity College in the future. It cannot be
overemphasized that if fraternities and .sororities are to be
made a smaller part of the social life of the College,
something must replace them. Without adequate, appealing, and practical social alternatives, Trinity College will
become a suitcase school where students take off on weekends, leaving the campus a ghost town. The first signs of
this can already be seen. It's not too late, however, to stem
this tide. Trinity can still be made into a place where
learning is pursued within the context of a vibrant social
setting.
Whatever plan is adopted, rest assured that we are
now witnessing the end of an era. Some day, the years
from 1969 to 1995 will be viewed AH a distinct period,
during which theCollege became co ed and, finally, when
the last of its single-sex organizations were made illicit.
For members of the class of 1993 w h o come back for
their fifth reunion, Trinity will be a different place. September of 1995 will usher in a different way of life for
Trinity's students. Whether the quality of life will be better
or worse, it is up to us to decide.
r •) r q
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Two Thumbs Down
Around Trinity was unfortunate enough to see Poison Ivy this
;V
past
"
weekend at the Cinestudio,
Starring Tom Skerritt, Cheryl Ladd,
and Drew Barrymore as "Ivy," it
proved neither self-conscious
enough to be campy nor serious
enough to achieve cult status.
Around Trinity cringed at such
memorable lines as: "One day with
the lop down (referring to a convertible) is worth a lifetime in a box
(referring to a coffin.)." At least it
only cost $2.50. A colleague of
•AratfidTnmfyhadunwittinglyseen
this fatuous flick in a real and expensive theater, commenting afterwards that "if I had lit my six dollars on fire it would have been more
entertaining."

Cheers (not Jeers)
Around Trinity would like to
commend those responsible for the
musical entertainment which
innundated the campus last week.
Last Thursday in the Underground
Coffeehouse, the Nields played
acoustically to a packed house of
coffee and tea drinkers.
On Friday, Smackhead and
the Unknown rocked a slammin'
Cave. AroundTnnity was dismayed
to discover that Mucky Pup, The
Samples, and Bim Skala Bim were
all unable to appear (for one reason
or another).
We at Around Trinity, however/feel that the best was made of
an unfavorable situation.

Jeers (not Cheers)
ArouttdTriwiti/waslooMngfoiward
to a night of Baccanalian wonder at the
Elmo Late Night last Saturday. A complaint usually voiced in the past concerned Elmo's music. The song selections were finite and often repeated, usually due to various armchair DJ's putting
on "their" song before the one currently
played had ended, meaning that no one
song was ever heard in its entirety and
often to the point of being cutoff halfway
through. This can be discouraging lo
those who want to dance, However, last
Saturday saw a different technical problem lead to the same result. The CD
play er malfunctioned, ca using selections
to skip. Around Trinity hopes that Elmo
will correct the problem in lime for their
next house parly.

Social Critique

the New Age homily scribe may live
in Jarvislowers... and that he or she
may be a junior. Further developments will be noted by Around Trinity.

More Long Walking
Around Trinity heard that CampusSecurity had t o l w a k up a couple
who were,..ahem,,.on the I-ong Walk
in front of Norlhatn late Friday night
Apparently the loving c o u p l e
alarmed Security, who were concerned that there may have been an
assaull taking place. As it turns out,
according to our l.ong Walk source,
the happy couple was just "parking'
without a car. Around Trinity is
aware of the rumor mills and gossip
columns which preside on campus,
and is cautious in its belief of this
story.

In The News,..

Apparently, Trop/cof wasasuccess.
Unfortunately, Around Trinity could not
be there to eat fish, drink, and be merry.
Around Trinity also had a prior engagement on Friday night, and was unable to
attend AD's Monster Band Party. Around
Trinity hopes that there were purple
shirled Peer Monitors at the Monster
Band Party, and that the rumors to the
contrary are unsubstantiated.

Mom always said, don't play
ball in the house. Perhaps the residents in N«w Dorm wish that they
had heeded this advice sooner. Just
that sort of thing caused a major
accident in that dormitory last Friday, To read about las! week's Hood
in New Dorm, please turn It* the
front page.

Deeper Thoughts
Jack Handey has not struck again
on the Long Walk, but apparently a convert has. Written last week was the following; "If lifehands you a lemon, refuse
to take it." The signature was not Jackbut
"JT '94." Around Trinityhas deduced that

p , although names may be withheld
withheldififso
so requestedI
tdI after
f ^
or, an individual'., character or personality. A l H l L "

S

t

? t ?^ ^

Also in tht*new,s,anarchiti;!ct's
lolly nmv plans to innovate Trinity
while remaining true to tradition.
Architects have already come up
with preliminary drawings for the
first phase. See page 6 for the scoop.

u '^1"fdl^f.
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Addressing Sexual Harassment Of Students By Prof essois
To the Editor:
In response to a number of alarming allegations of sexual harassment of
students by faculty, several members of
the faculty began to discuss the need for
vigorous faculty response to this problem. At a meeting of the Faculty on May
5th, 1992, Professor Frank Kirkpatrick
made the following motion as a consequence of those discussions.
That the Faculty Conference
appoint a committee to:
(1) investigate the extent of
sexual harassment by faculty of students
(not however with the intent of identifying alleged sexual harassers);
(2) determine the reasons that
allegations of sexual harassment of stu-

dents by faculty are rarely brought as
formal charges; and
(3) make recommendations to
the Faculty by the November 1992 meeting of the Faculty (a) for appropriate
changes in procedure that, while protecting the rights of the accused, make it
easier for victims to bring formal charges;
(b) for strengthening and codifying penalties for sexual harassment up to and
including dismissal, regardless of tenure, for the most egregious offenses; and
(c) for any other actions and procedures
that it deems necessary with respect to
this issue.
The motion was passed and a committee compromised of Professors
Patricia Byrne (Religion Department),

Asian Students Told "Wake Up"
To the Trinity Community at large
but particularly to the Asian and Asian
American student body:
I am writing to voice my dismay at
the extremely low turnout at the Racial
Harassment Committee open-mic forum
held last Thursday night in the Washington Room. I counted three Asian American students, including myself. How can
this be? Are we, the Asian and Asian
American community immune to racism
whether it be overt or subtle? Are we so
assimilated that we fail to realize that
racism even exists? Or are we just too
scared to cause any trouble? Maybe we
are just caught up with too many "personal" problems that would not allow us
to even stick our heads in the door of the
Washington Room.
Well, I will be wrapping up my
Trinity years shortly and I will be leaving
this place knowing that the Asian brothers and sisters here have such a long way
to go before they reach political consciousness. It is quite sad actually and I
dare, say that many of us have yet to
conceptualize ouridentity whatever that

may be. I will walk away envying the
empowerment of the African American
students at Trinity College and the political involvement of P.A.A. I will always feel in my heart and my consciousness a sense of emptiness from my fellow
Asian brothers and sisters. How can we
be so indifferent, apathetic and so inept
when it comes to dealing with ourselves
and racism? It is no wonder that we are
called "yellow." I wonder if anyone will
be moved in the slightest to make a response to this article! (Come on, I dare
ya'!)
In conclusion, I make a final request to the Asian and Asian American
students that will continue to study at
Trinity. Do not leave here without coming to grips with the racial intolerance
and racial violence the outside world
will throw at you. Camp Trin Trin is not
Macon, Georgia or Detroit, Michigan.
Here, someone might have stood up for
you but out there —who knows? WAKE
UP! IT'S TIME FOR A REALITY CHECK
MY ASIAN BROTHERS AND SISTERS!
Sincerely,
MiyukiK. Watts'93

A Start Toward Racial Tolerance
To the Trinity Community:
On Thursday night, September 17,
several hundred students, faculty, and
staff gathered for a discussion of racism
and racial harassment. I'm writing to
thank everyone who attended. Your
concern and involvement lead me to hope
that we can all work together toward a
more tolerant Trinity.
That night's dialogue was only the
beginning. Only by carefully listening to
the experiences of others, and carefully
describing our own experience in its particularity, will we truly come to respect
the magnificent diversity of this community. Those of us who sit on the Racial

Harassment Grievance Committee hope
that the dialogue can continue in the
dorms, classrooms, and offices across
the College. No one need wait for a
microphone to begin these discussions
—any encounter can open into an honest
discussion and mutual understanding.
The Racial Harassment Grievance
Committee wouldlike to help create other
campus events to promote tolerance.
Please send us your specific ideas for
programs, policies, or events.
Sincerely,
Dan Lloyd
Co-chair, Racial Harassment
Grievance Committee

Trinity's Sexist Double Standard
BySharaAMnm
Il'f, tolhur ironic thai in Trinity's,
supposedly progressive em'jrnnini'iH
soxist double otamWdi run rampant.
As was. pounded into iheho.ids ot many
inci uning freshmen, nr» one is immune
lo sexual a^.iull or rape. No i>ne, thai is.
t"«vpl tor null";. 'I heretnrt;, females on
Ihis campus must prott'cl themselves
t'rom that nasly other gender, or so was
the nH'.ss.igo at hvhhnnin orieiiMUon.
I feel that 1 ppivik on behalf of the
majority of thih year's im oming fr«'r.hmen in that 1 was overwhelmed by the
enormous attention given issues such as
sexual assault And rape.. I knew that
such topics would inevitably be
discussed...but to such a degree? The
inordinate concern /or these sekvMSsues made me question the underlying
ftjdhon for such emphasis. At Hrst, I
thought theschool was "saving face." «>
lo speak. Rather than approach the issue
in terms of complete elimination, Trinity finds it easier to encourage students
toward temporary prevention-

Initially, 1 N iewed freshman orientation c-smale-badgering. Ky em ouraging women lo practire moderation in
drinking Tnrrily is essentially urging
wonu-n to gu.ird themselves from the
"enemy." men. Adoublestand.mi manilest;, ilsult when tin? "victim" must pioteL-t herself Irom ilw "enemy' who, by
tfv way, is [nx lornam the party scent'
in a drunken stupor.
In hindsight, however, I regard
freshman orientation with J different
attilitd*?. I now realize tharwhatscenwd
to be an o\ er-emphasis of sexual asuaull
and rape on this campus is in reality, a
genuine and Jeep-rooted concern of
Trinity College for its students, both
male and female.
In thus respect, freshman orientation was a success for, while it may have
angered a few along the way, it was,
without a doubt aneye-opener. Rape is
not a Battle of the Sexes. I ran now rest
assured that Trimtv College does not
treat it as such.

Karl Haberlandt (Psychology Department), Joan Hedrick (Women's Studies),
Katharine Power (Theater and Dance
Department), Gary Reger (History Department), Robin Sheppard (Physical
Education Department), and Maurice
Wade (Philosophy Department) was
formed. In passing Professor
Kirkpatrick's motion and forming this
committee, the Faculty acknowledges
that it has been insufficiently attentive to
this kind of misconduct and pledges to
take vigorous action both to prevent future occurrences and to ensure that justice is done to future victims and harassers when preventative measures fail.
The members of this committee
send this letter to The Tripod both to inform all members of the Trinity community of our existence and purposes and to
solicit their assistance as we set upon the
complex and difficult task set by our
charges.
Although we are deeply committed to carrying out our committee's
charge, we recognize its controversial
and complex nature. We will need all the
help that the members of the College can
offer. We do not begin with dogmatic
preconceptions about the exact parameters of sexual harassment or about how
best to deal with it. We very much want
our ultimate recommendations to be the
result of the best thinking and informa-

tion available. To that end, we will be
meeting with and soliciting opinions and
information from relevant faculty, administration, and student committees and
organizations. We are also constructing
a questionnaire which will soon be sent
to all members of thestudentbody. While
the burden of eliminating sexual harassment of students by faculty lies most
heavily upon the Faculty itself, success
in our efforts will require the good will
and supportive energies of the College as
a whole.
Open discussion and dialogue are
crucial to our ability to proceed wisely in
addressing the problem of sexualharassment of students byfaculty. Accordingly,
we need to hear from all interested parties, especially students. We invite any:
member of the College, whether faculty,
staff, administration, or student, who
wishes to offer assistance in addressing
this issue to contact, by phone, by letter,
or in person, any member of this committee.
Sincerely,
The Committee Members
Patricia Byrne
Karl Haberlandt
Joan Hedrick
Katharine Power
Gary Reger
Robin Sheppard
Maurice Wade

w. TEha taste and otttlook, ctoafferifttic of a pafed OE generation.

Rape Finds Its Foundations Deep In
TheHome
ByFJckZednk
We were taught the foundations of rape by our parents. Don't misunderstand me. My parents never told me I should rape, and I never have. But they
raised me in a society which, in no uncertain terms, taught my male peers and
me to be aggressive and taught our female counterparts to be passive.
No one ever sat me down for instruction or gave me a "how to" book,
but me subliminal messages were unrelenting throughout my first two
decades of life.
My education began before I can remember. I was given toy trucks,
squirt guns, and other symbols of strength and power to play with. At the
same time, girls my age were cuddling with cute, defenseless stuffed bunnies.
Then, in elementary school, the other boys and I were taught to play
contact sports. In fact, one of my earliest moments of athletic glory came in
sixth grade, during a lunch-recess game of "kill the carrier". I tackled Brian,
the best athlete in the school, and made him cry. The girls were so impressed
they interrupted their game of hopscotch to ooh and aah. That same year saw the advent of "going out" as the cool thing to do.
After Keith asked out Merrill, every guy followed suit. It was only the rare,
"desperate" girl who dared pose the question to a boy. The local pizzeria made
a killing on pre-pubescent boys' hard-earned allowance.
When I reached the ripe old age of 13, my parents signed me up for
ballroom dance lessons. There, if a couple's waltz didn't look crisp, it was the
male's fault for not being firm enough in his lead.
Two years later, I was in a relationship which caused me some embarrassment, because I had to be coaxed by my girlfriend to go "a little further."
And we still didn't go very far. Imagine that, the guy having to be persuaded
by the girl! Definitely don't admit that to anyone. Even if people believed it,
they would wonder what was wrong with both me and my girlfriend.
Meanwhile, my parents were perplexed by the boldness of females who
called to talk to their two sons.
Once matriculated at Trinity, it seemed to me as though sex itself was a
sport, with first year women accepting the immediate attention provided by
freshmen and upperclassmen alike. It became important to hone the skill oi
"scamming" in order to score self-confidence points by "hooking up".
And now society acts surprised when a man commits rape and a woman
falls victim? Talk about mixed signals! We are doing what we have been
taught through countless indirect lessons.
Mark Twain once said, "When I was a boy of 14, my father was so
ignorant I could hardly stand to have the old man around. But when I got to
21,1 was astonished at how much he had learned in seven years."
I love my parents, and I have come to appreciate their wisdom in many
areas, but I also realize they are novices in one subject.
Gender Stereotypes 101 should be a requirement for parenthood. If we
send the same messages to our children as we received as children, we should
not be surprised if they put our subtle preaching into tragic practice.

Overheard...
On the Long Walk, a student asked a custodian how his summer was.
When the custodian replied, "Rough," the student countered with, "How could
it have been rough, you weren't cleaning our toilets?"
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Connecting On Liberty and Student life
By Rainy Fulco, Assistant Professor of Women fs Studies and Political Science

I am certain that there are words, we must be free to pur- dom in the absence of familiar similar confidence in their own removed. To some extent Mill's
many Freshmen- and some fac- sue our own line of intellectual restraints. With respect to aca- sense of personal autonomy. At problem has been turned on its
ulty members as well- who inquiry- even if the rest of the demic and social life, Trinity stu- the same lime that .students de- head and ihe question now bemight have questioned the pur- world disagrees with us- be- dents are asked to define liberty mand empowerment, they seem comes one of defining the
to expect the institution to be boundaries of one's own perpose of assigning John Stuart cause it is only by means of the for themselves.
When I reflect back on my there to protect them and rescue sonal freedom in l\w absence of a
Mill's On liberty 'and Plato's free exchange of ideas that we
Apology and Criio to the entire can
, express our own individu- own college experience in the them from, the consequences of restrictive, imposed set of social
incomingFreshmenclass. Since ality. And, according to Mill, days of the late 1960s, 1 am im- their own behavior. Even in the standards. Mill grappled with
I was the person who was most only free and au tonomous indi- pressed by the almost total lack absence of the more strict rules the problem of personal liberty
insistent about assigning Mill, J viduals are capableof construct- of clear limits in place for today's and regulations that would di- in a social environment which
thought I ought to say some- ing and maintaining a free soci- students and by the extent to rectly involve the college in the openly and deliberately enwhich students bear much of social lives of students, there forced rigid social norms, valthing about the importance of ety.
On Liberty and why I believe
Mill believes thai in order the burden for creating the rules seems to be a need and willing- ues ami standards, and his dethat the problem of defining to create a free society individu- governing theirbehavior. While ness on the part of many stu- fense «f personal freedom is
personal freedom is especially
dents to remain dependent upon meant lo overcome the almost
relevant to contemporary camthe college lo adjudicate vari- irresistible pressure lo conform
pus life. Mostof us who planned
ous aspects of their social lives. to them. Today's students face a
the summer assignment realized
This apparent contradiction different dilemma: they must sithat Mill mightbe difficult readmight be resolved if the desire multaneously define their pering- his writing style is often
for empowerment were under- sonal freedom—and the boundtedious and repetitious- but we
stood in relation to the bound- aries of their own behavior—
felt that it would be especially
aries of freedom; and this wo uld and the standards by which to
valuablef or incoming Freshmen als must understand not only it is true that many of the aca- entail a discussion of (he conse- form judgments about that beto be introduced to his treat- the extent but the limits of their demic and social restraints quences of behavior, personal havior. Without a clear sense of
ment of the problem of indi- own freedom. It is for this rea- placed upon students in the autonomy and personal respon- what is in fact acceptable, desirvidual freedom because of its son that he introduces the con- 1960s were challenged and over- sibility. The very idea that free- able, and, more importantly,
relevance to numerous campus cept of "harm to others" as the thrown, it was also true that the dom is, or ought to be, unlim- ethically correct, it is impossible
issues.
demarcation point between the scope of my own freedom re- ited may indeed need to be chal- lo know whal freedom means
and how far ils boundaries exOn Liberty is particularly "self"- and "other"- regarding mained limited because the in- lenged.
appropriate for this task because spheres of individual action and stitution still more fully circumI do not mean to suggest tend.
Mill raises the problem of indi- behavior. An unavoidable fact scribed what I could do in both that we should return to the days
One of the unintended
vidual liberty in both intellec- of student life- particularly for academic and social contexts. It of in loco parentis and manda- legacies of the 1960s student retual and social terms. He self- Freshmen-is that as soon as they is ironic that while students to- tory sign-out cards, but i t seems volt against social standards,
consciously poses the kinds of arrive on campus at the end of day have more freedom in the
questions that all liberal arts stu- August they immediately face absolute sense, they often seem
dents are likely to encounter: the kinds of situations involv- tohaveaconfusedsenseofwhat
What is the purpose of exposing ing their personal freedom that that freedom means.
. ourselves to new and different Mill describes. Students must
My involvement in the
points of view? What is to be learn to adjust to an entirely new R.A. training program and in
gained? Why is it desirable—or environment in a very short pe- Freshman Orientation has to me that we ought to begin a which itselfwas routed instrong
perhaps even necessary—to do riod of time. They are exposed brought me into contact with discussion of some of the prob- and sometimes competing ethiso? And, once Mill has consid- to new ways of thinking, new many Trinity students, and I lemsof campus life lhatstudents cal positions, is that today the
ered the question of why plural- ideas, and new ways of living have had a rare opportunity to find so difficult to navigate by very idea of articulating an ethiism serves us well, he goes on to which often challenge deeply discuss issues of campus life
raising some of Mill's questions cal position on issues of student
explore the relationship between held personal beliefs, and they with them. What seems clear to
about the foundations and ex- social life is often dismissed as
pluralism and the genesis of an are often required to make deci- me as a result of the many content of individual freedom and unnecessary, or even illegil'*
intellectual life. For Mill the sions they may not have been versations I have had with stumate. My appeal to Trinity stutwo are inextricably bound to- asked to make before. For ex- dents is that they often voice the means by which we define dents is to consider seriously
it.
While
Mill
offers
an
excellent
gether. Indeed, he contends that ample, students might be con- conflicting, if not contradictory,
the way in which issues of pt'r~
intellectual growth and devel- fronted with a range of issues- feelings about their own free- starting point, the question of
sonal freedom, autonomy and
opment require that individu- from a situation as basic as deal- dom. Although they frequently freedom that college students
empowerment make sense only
confront
today
is
more
complex
als be exposed to a multitude of ing with a roommate who plays assert that they are free to bewhen understood in the context
than
what
Mill's
theory
comopinions and points of view. loud music to a more compli- have as they please and that no
of their relationship to the moral
prehends.
Students
today
not
However, he also emphasizes cated circumstance involving a one will "judge" them, they also
questions that give freedom its
only
must
determine
how
they
that individual freedom itself is sexual relationship. In particu- say that they feel essentially
meaning. A sustained dialogue
can
assert
their
own
autonomy
both a prerequisite for, and a lar, whensrudents arriveatTrin- disempowered. While students
on this question might be valubut
they
must
also
do
so
in
an
ity
they
are
forced
to
define
and
product of, the kind of intelleeexpress a belief in their ability to
tualdebateheenvisions. Inother place limits upon their own free- act freely, they rarely express a environment in which identifi- able for all of us in the Trinity
able limits have in effect been community.

Mill believes that in order to create a free
society individuals must understand not only
the extents hut the limits.of their own freedom.

The very idea that freedom is, or ought to
he, unlimited may indeed need to he challenged.
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New Student Activities
Coordinator Appointed
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Managing Editor

It seems the changes which have
occurred atTrinity College over the summer are endless, In addition to the building renovations and the hiring of new
faculty, Beth Ann Corbin was hired as
the new Coordinator of Student Activities, replacing Kathy Duggan who moved
into the position of Director of Residential Life after Christina Dow's retirement.
As Coordinator of Student Activities, Corbin's duties focus around advising Trinity's clubs and organizations, as
well as helping TCAC and SGA plan
their events for the campus.
During her undergraduate studies, Corbin had planned to become a
corporate lawyer. However, her sophomore year in college, Corbin discovered
her enthusiasm for participating in and
helping to organize student activities.
After earning a degree in economics, this
enthusiasm followed her to UCONN
where she spent two years as a Graduate
Assistant earning her Master's. While at
UCONN, Corbin was surprised and
pleased to learn that she could acquire a
job which would enable her to continue
working with student activities.
Corbin chose to come to Trinity
because she was Impressed with the Trinity students' power on campus and their
ability to enact that power. In addition,
she says, "Everybody seemed so nice,"
and that she "got a good feeling [from
Trinity]." She "knew [she] would fit in."
In the recent past, Coordinator of
Student Activities at Trinity College has
been a part-time position. However,
Corbin will be working full-time as Coordinator, and hopes that the increased
time commitment will allow her to do
more.
Her goals are to get more students
involved instudentactivitiesand events,
to organize bigger events for the campus, to provide Trinity with more options for social activities, and to get
smaller Trinity groups to co-sponsor
events with TCAC. Regarding the fraternity dominated social scene at Trinity,
Corbin says, "[We want to] supplement
events, not take away from them."
Corbin's biggest concern is the lack
of space available for student events to
be held. Currently, she and others are
working upon a proposal to open the
Cave for events taking place on weekends.
Corbin describes her staff in the
Student Life Resource Center as "supportive" and "fantastic". They havemade
her feel comfortable and have helped her
enormously by giving her the "low
down" on how the channels work at
Trinity.
Corbin's current appointment as
Coordinator lasts for one year and then is
subject to approval for a more extended
stay, When asked how long she would
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Tim stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files
of Trinity College's Department of Campus Safety. The names of those involved
have been eliminated in order to protect the innocent. Please note that all
suspects are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature of the
News section is designed to better inform the College community of the day to
day work of Campus Safety officers.

Tandem Towing
DCS-BKsays that his prophecy came true. Illegally parked cars have been
towed away by the Hartford Police. Cars daintily spending the day doing their
duties deterring driveways from being used have been boisterously banned and
bussed away from their peaceful parking places. Another car was towed from
behind Northam. (Yes, it's time for a free plug) Students are urged to use the
Broad & Vernon street parking lot once again. DCS-BK reminds residents that
this lovely, lonely lot is incident free this year. Apparrently some of you have
been listening, as the number of cars parked in the Broad & Vernon lot has
increased.
Beth Ann Corbin, Trinity's new SUEANNE
Student Activities Coordinator. FAUENDEI1
like to remain at Trinity, Corbin exclaimed, "as long as they'll have me!"
She describes herself as "here as a resource. My door is always open."
Kathy Duggan's door is always
open as well. She describes her job as
Director of Residential Life as dealing
with all aspects of residential life: in general, making sure there is a roof over
people's heads. Her overall goal, however, is "to improve the social and intellectual climate of the dorms."
Duggan credits a lot of what happens in the Office of Residential Life to its
student staff. Last year, Duggan was
Coordinator of Student Activities. Subsequently, it has been a challenge for her
trying to learn a new system at Trinity.
She says her confidence and ability has
increased as she has learned more about
the Residential Life approach and system. "The student staff trained me and
eased the transition."
Like Beth Ann Corbin, Kathy
Duggan is impressed with student empowerment at Trinity. In addition,
Duggan has also had past experience
with UCONN, as Residence Hall Director. She says that Corbin's and her own
impressions of student power at Trinity
are a "matter of perspective". UCONN
provided them both with "backgrounds
in systems carried out by a professional
administrative staff,"
At present, Duggan has assumed
the position of Director of Residential
Life for only one year. She is notyet sure
if she will apply for the position on a
more permanent basis. However,
Duggan has been approaching her job
not as an interim director, but with "longterm vision": as if she would be Director
for the next twenty years. She believes
this approach will allow Residential Life
programs "to continue to grow," rather
than become "stagnant."
Duggan's experiences with Trinity have been positive ones. She has felt
comfortable here "professionally and
personally". She describes Trinity students as "welcoming, bright, and challenging: they keep us on our toes." In
addition, Duggan finds the faculty "very
supportive, not hands off." Duggan believes Trinity's biggest asset to be the
"willingness for so many students to give
their perspectives."
Duggan is excited about the year.
She describes the relationship between
students, faculty and administration as
"dynamic". The "commitment of [Trinity] students to get involved," combined
with the "comfort level for students to
approach [the faculty and administration] with compliments and criticisms,"
is very helpful for Duggan. She sees the
relationships with students that she
founded last year as Coordinator of Student Activities to be "a great benefit." ,

Punishment Protesters
Campus Safety has been barraged with beligerant boisterous boys & girls
protesting their tiny tickets hoping for presidential pardons from their frequent
fines. DCS-BK noted that, "While we have granted quite a few (pardons), but we
are beginning to take a hard line." (Even if it means using your beer money to
do so, pay up.)

Friendly Freshmen
There have been no (knock on wood) malicious fire alarms in Jones/Elton
so far this year. Apparrently custodial staff have commented that the dorms are
holding up well so far. Hopefully this tremendous trend will tease us with it's
truth for some time. But we all know.,..

Car Cruising
On September 9th, an ornery older Oldsmobile was appropriated from the
ominous Anadama parking lot. Strangely enough, the car was parked between
two newer, more expensive cars (At this school., probably Saabs) that were left
untouched. The voluptious vehicle was vindicated by some secretive scoundrel
who apparrently abandoned the automobile around 24hours later, at which time
it was.recovered on Brownell Ave, with very little damage,
DCS-BK notes that since Jan 1, there have been eight automobiles stolen,
down from a fine fourteen during the same period last year. This could be due
to the foreboding fences that sit surreptitiously surrounding the lots on Summit
Street. Students are encouraged to consider such security measures as steering
wheel locks and car alarms.

Sticker Swiped
A vechicle registration sticker was stolen from a car in the Summit "A" lot.
The naughty thief was probably not planning on putting the sticker in his sticker
collection, or hanging it up as part of his sign collection in a fraternity house.
Someone probably should have told this thief that the deadline for Ed McMahon's
"collect registration stickers from all 50 states and win" sweepstakes was August
31st. (Plus, nobody ever wins those things anyway except for elderly couples
who live in Mid-Western trailer parks). With the exception of the sticker, the car
was untouched.

Purse Police
A pocketbook was stolen from WRTCon September 14. No valuables were
inside the purse, only "personal items." It was not specified what these personal
items may have been.

Access Denied
Members of certain fraternities/sororities have hoped that the helpful
handymen/women in charge would install ID card access to locked-at-night
gates on Broad Street, and on Allen Place. DCS-BK said that Campus Safety is
"Preceeding with steps to put card keys on these gates."

Dark at Night?
The Doonesbury R. A. expressed concern over the lack of lumirdscence on
the long, lonely, lightless north side of Vernon Street. Campus Safety is
negotiating with home owners in the area for the installation of additional
lighting.

Alarming Advice
Please be sure to read the signs on the back of your door that give advice
on what to do in the event of a fire. Whatever you do, DON'T JUMP OUT THE
WINDOW!!! This is especially important for residents of High Rise.
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Architectural Initiative To Recover Glory Of Past
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
News Editor
Beginning his fourth year
at Trinity, President Gerety has
announced an architectural initiative for the campus that is to
be included in the Strategic Plan
that comes out this fall.
Citing the need to, "recover our architectural tradition," the college has engaged a
master planning firm, Hartman
Cox of Washington, D.C., to
study the organization and facilitiesof theentirecampus. The
firm is to submit a comprehensive report to the Board of Trustees in October.
According to John
Woolley, Director of Facilities
Planning and Management,
HaitaanCox willbring, "a conservative look to how the campus needs to expand. Their recommendations will offer a cohesive approach to drawing the
campus together."
George Hartman of
Hartman Cox said there are
many areas on campus, "withoutacohesiveidentity/'Hecites
the Mather Quad as, "a collection of unrelated buildings."
" BothPresidentGeretyand
George Hartman of Hartman
Cox identify the Mather Quad
as the primary area to be addressed. "These are the most
used spaces on campus," said
Mr. Hartman, "It provides us
with many opportunities."
The renowned firm of
Hartman Cox was established
in 1965 in the Washington area
and was the recipient of the
Americanlristitute of Architect's
Architectural Hrm Award in
1988. Institutional commissions
include
Georgetown
University's Law Library and
an addi tion to th e Sm i thsonian's
Corcoran Gallery of Art.
Trinity's was the firstneoGothic campus in America, "It
serves as a classical idiom for
college campuses all over," says
Gerety. .
,•_''..
The original architectural
planfor the college wasdesigned
by William Burges in Septemberof 1872. Burges, the designer
of St, Mary's Episcopal Cathedral in Edinburgh, Scotland, set
out with the President of the
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MATHER MALL PATIO STUDYy .'/

This is an illustration of the proposed Cave Patio design drawn by Mary Kay Lanzillotta of Hartinan Cox.
College, Abner Jackson," to ex- was for the largest and most tempt to regain its architectural of space for aclivUios, especially
in dorms. The spaa- is overused
amine the Colleges" in Oxford, elaborate group of academic direction.
According to Gerety, and hard to book." both
according to The History of Trin- buildings yet to be erected in
America." According to an uni- Hartman, and Woolley the pro- Hartman and lanzillolla obity College by Glenn Weaver.
Weaver notes how, on a dentified newspaper clipping cess will be one in which all served. The architects also retrip to Scotland, President Jack- that Weaver cites, the plan, if members of theTrinity commu- marked ihnt they would engage
son was most intrigued by Trin- completed, would have been, nity are invited and encouraged in a discussion of how student
i ty College, Glenalmond, a Scot- "next to the Capitol a t Washing- to a take part. "It's part of the activity spacocould be more distish Episcopal Secondary School. ton, the most imposing edifice liberal arts conversation," says persed.
President Gerety speaks
It was arranged with a "Long in the United States."
Gerety, "These are the settings
Walk," and three storied VictoAlthough the first three in which our mission is ad- of the possibility of including
rian Gothic buildings with a cen- buildings that were erected
traitower. ..,
Garyjji, Seabury, and, Northam)
Jackson wrote in his note- were strictly in keeping with the
book, "I make my notes in my Burges plan, throughout the
notebook on what I saw here. It years that followed, several
is a most noble pile of build- modifications were made. The
ings." From these notes, Trinity plan unofficially lost its way on
College, Hartford began to take June 28,1884 when the Trustees
of the College voted that, "any
shape.
The original Surges plan buildings that may hereafter be
depicted fourlargequadrangles erected should be located and
with a chapel, library, museum, constructed as existing needs dressed."
virtues of a "college system,"
dining hall, art building, a the- andresourcesoftheCollegemay
"Our role is to do what like that of Yale's, in residential
ater, a tower, an astronomical require, whetherornotthesame everybody wants to do better life. "We want to get together in
observatory, a block of profes- may be in pursuance of the than anybody expects us to," central spaces but also have intisors' apartments, two blocks of Burges Plan so called."
mate spaces for students as
commented Mr, Hartman.
student quarters, and two addiAnd so, over a century
Since being chosen by well," he says, "but we do not
tional rows of student rooms.
later, as a part of Trinity's Stra- Trinity to propose a masterplan, want to divide the campus in
Weaver states, "The plan tegic Plan, the College will at- Hartman and his associate Mary such a defined way." Specific
Kay Lanzillotta have visited suggestions include alternative
campus numerous times and dininparcaswherestudentsand
met with students in order to faculty can come together.
address their needs. President
"We are primarily a resiGerety also mentioned the pos- dential college and so we must
sibility of an all campus open continue to ask ourselves why
forum concerning the issue.
we reside here," adds Gerety,
"The students identified "The education is not all in the
a whole lot of stuff," remarked classroom."
Hartman, "Should these real
Another top priority for
needs be met on campus, on the the architects is space for the
periphery or across the street is arts. "The arts have a real proban important question."
lem," noted Hartman. This isThe importance of these sue will be included in the curdecisions is not underestimated rent discussions of the Mather
by Gerely or Hartman. "The Quad area.
choices that we make could be
President Gerety and Mrjust one more act of cutting our- Hartman also spoke of the noselves off from the surrounding tion of adjusting the main encommunity or it could be the trance of the campus to a more
first step out," said Hartman.
cenrrallocalion. Possibilities for
"We want a warm, com- this include the Northam or
munal feeling on campus," re- Mather area.
marks President Gerety, "But
Although there is no dewe do not want to exclude the finitive time line for the complecampus from the rest of the tion of these projects, they may
world. We are touchable and begin in the coming semester.
have much to offer »o the city." Said Gerety, "We are anxious to
Student activity space and hear all ideas and opinions bedormitories are also on the fore we commit to a master
Trimly College Four<}iiadrangte Phn.
agenda. "There h a terrific lack plan."

'"The-plan was for the largest and most elaborate group of academic buildings yet to be
erected in America... next to the Capitol at
Washington, the most imposing edifice in the
United States,"
—Glenn Weaver, History Of Trinity College
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Racial Harassment Grievance Commitee Holds Forum
BY PRASANT SAR
News Writer

Last Wednesday night in the
Washington Room the Racial Harassment Grievance Committee met with
students in an open forum.
The goals were to "hear suggestions about improving the committee"
and "discuss how the committee could
become pro-active rather than reactive."
In attendance, were roughly sixty
Trinity students (predominantly African-American) and the committee members: Chairman Professor Dan Lloyd,
Associate Dean of Students, Mary Thomas, Associate Director of Admissions
Reggie Kennedy, Assistant Director of
Campus Safety Charles Morris, and two
students, Latricia Gill '93 and Nathan
Sage '93. Two others were not present.
But what started out as a forum to
cultivate discourse on the subject of race
relations at Trinity by the end adopted
the characteristics of a shouting match.
The dialogue which went on for approximately two hours moved from students' questions to the committee to students questioning each other.
However, the Trinity faculty made
themselves noticeable as well. At one
point Dr. John Chatfield of the History
department rose from his seat to share
his misgivings about the present policy,
calling it "problematic," discussing the
Trinity remedy as it reflects on the College community.
He ultimately called for a "tightening of policy" as well as a reassessment of goals. His discussion went on
to elaborate on the past two cases of
racial harassment where charges have
been lodged.
Dr. Cheryl Greenberg, also of the
History department, expressed the fact

Students debate racial issues at a forum last week.

that "one man's action reflected a greater
community's feeling," and so punishment, while just, could not be expected
to bring about change entirely.
Latricia Gill said the punishment
will give him "Time to think,"
It was shortly after this discussion
that one student brought up the issue of
institutionalized racism at Trinity,
wherein students of color are automatically viewed with "suspicious eyes."
He went on to recount incidents
hehimself had experienced with Trinity's
Department of Campus Safety, suggesting that his color had been the impetus
for their harassment of him. The dialogue continued with certain students
criticizingthe "intellectualizing" of race.
The urge was made to go beyond that.
The feeling was that we as a community spend to much time rationalizing and intellectualizing "race" that we
never approach the issue.
The mood changed as one woman,

"New Dartn' Hooded On Sattiiriay
As Horseplay Breaks Sprinkler
continued from page 1

prised that there was little or no damage to any dormitory rooms. "We were
really lucky, [the water] was mostly
contained in the hallway," she said.
Students were allowed back in
the building at approximately 1:15 a.m..
Mrs. Olson said that there is very

little visible damage to the building, but
it is difficult to tell how much water
damage there is to the building, and the
ceilings. She added that the students
who were throwing the football may
get billed, but that it would be up to the
Dean of Students and the Office of
Resitential Life.

Professor Changes Plea To Guilty,
Receiver Suspended Sentence
continued from page I

lution of last May's incident.
Deanof Faculty Jart Gohn/declined
to comment on the professor's tenure
status at Trinity, citing the private nature
of a college personnel matter.
Ms. McChord stressed in her defense that the professor has undergone
extensive counseling for the past four
months since the incident occurred, and
that he had no prior criminal record. She
concluded by emphasizing that he has
been a "model citizen" both in Hartford
and in academic circles.
Judge Scheinblum followed by informing the professor of his rights and of
the consequences of his plea change, before asking if he had anything to say in
his defense. The professor was remorseful, saying that he has regretted all that
has happened.
After briefly reviewing the evidence, the judge found the professor
guilty of First Degree Reckless Endangerment and of Third Degree Assault.
Both of these charges are Class A
Misdemeanors.
The penalty for a Class A Misdemeanor is a maximum of one year in

prison and/or a $1000 fine.
Judge Scheinblum sentenced the
professor to one year for the charge of
Reckless Endangerment and one year for
the charge of Assault, for a total of two
years consecutive "under the custody of
the Commissioner of Corrections." However, due to the evidence brought before
the court which implied clemency from
both the state and the professor's wife,
Judge Scheinblum suspended both of
these sentences and instead imposed a
three year probation on the professor.
The professor will not serve any time in
prison.
Also, in accordance with the
professor's wife's requests, the judge ordered that the professor:
1) seek no contact with his wife
until otherwise authorized by the court;
2) pay restitution (reimbursement)
in the sum of $180 to his wife within 30
days of the hearing; and
3) seek immediate psychiatric testing, treatment, and counseling as ordered
by the court,;
After many attempts, both Ms.
McChord and the professor refused to
comment on the incident or hearing.

a Trinity alumna and student of color,
underscored the race issue stating that
"this [referring to the college community] is an environment that spell is help-

lessness.
A brief shouting match ensued as
one student of color exclaimed to one
white student "you will never know how
it feels."
The ideas of who held the power in
the forum and who outside it were raised
without abandon as one Caucasian student said, "if you are in this forum and
white you are this big," raising her index
finger and thumb in the air and almost
closing them, as if to pinch, thus illustra EiV
ing her point.
Emotions were at a peak, but were
toned down to bring the discussion back
to more civil practices. The debate continued until the scheduled end time of 9
p.m. when the students and faculty made
their way out of the Washington Room.
As we all filed out of Washington
Room, one student, a freshman, remarked
to me, "I just don't see why we can't all
just relax." It is because for some of us it
is an issue and to others of us it is a harsh
reality of day to day life.

Trustees Tighten Grip On Greeks,
Coeducation Required By 1995
continued from page 1

alternatives. One directive was thaf'The
administration explore means to ensure
that all members of the college community share some meals together."
Student reaction to the decision
has been varied. Craig Woerz '93, a
member of Pi Kappa Alpha, said that,
"They [the Trustees] might as well have
abolished them. They claim that this is a
compromise. Why beat around the bush
if that's what they wanted to do in the
end?"
Jennie Baker'93 who was involved
last spriii|'with PROGRESS, a group
Organized to fight against the Greek system, stated that, "The Board of Trustees
are making a step in the right direction
for making Trinity a truly coed institution. I am Very impressed with the decision."
Student Government President
Quanti Davis '93 was surprised by the
decision. As for the role that the SGA
will play, Davis said that, "We are prepared to engage in legislation and take
its direction from the general consensus
of the students."
Ashley Farrar '93, President of the
PanHellenic Council, the sororities' coordinatingbody, emphasized that," TriDelta faces the possibility of losing their
national charter. Kappa is still consulting with their national. Our departure
would not only limit students' freedom
of choice, but it will also cut in half the

ety. Clio, formerly Delta Kappa Epsilon,
left its national charter when they decided to become co-ed in 1990,
Associate Professor Cheryl
Greenberg, who chaired the Faculty Committee on Fraternities and Sororities said
that, "The faculty voted for abolition.
This is disappointing.This is going to be
hard because nationals won't like itbut it
will make [Greek organizations] closer
to the institutions that liberal arts institutions are supposed to have."
Greenberg expressed concern with
the implementation of the resolution,
specifically that, "these demands be taken
seriously. Co-ed means full power sharing and membership." Greenberg was
' also surprised that the faculty was nor
notified about the decision, especially
through the Secretary of the Faculty.
"I understand what they are trying
to do," said Chrissie Hewitt '93 a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, "but they
should have thought about how this is
going to work."
The brothers of Psi-Upsilon prepared the following statement to the Tripod during a Sunday meeting, "We want
to stay in close touch with the other fraternities, and act in close concert with
them." A spokesman for the fraternity
said that, "It's not in our national charter
that we can't be coed, there are some
coed chapters." He believed that
Amherst, Wesleyan, and Bowdoin have
coed chapters of Psi-Upsilon.

"They [the Trustees] might as well have abolished them.
They claim that this is a compromise. Why beat around
the bush if that's what they wanted to do in the end?"
—Craig Woerz '93
.
number of women's organizations on
campus, thereby alienting a significant
number of the female population at Trinity."
"I think it's great,... I think it's the"
way Trinity should go. I think it's good
to have single sex organizations but it's a
healthier environment to have coed ones.
It doesn't change us at all," said Glenn
Zaccara '93, President of The Clio Scici-

Editor's Note: In the September 15,
1992 issue of The Tripod, the News section reported the charges of assault levelled against a Trinity professor by his
wife. Some readers have questioned
why The Tripod published this article.
Newspapers do not exist to censor certain events. The opinion of. The
Tripod is that news needs to be reported,
whether good or bad, as long as the

When asked what he though Trinity would be like five years from now
Trustee Tansill said, "I think we will see
a rich, healthy, diverse social system with
healthy coed social organizations, existing ones and new ones."
"What grandiose plan do they
have?" asked Woerz. "What happened
to our opinions? It's a sad day at Trinity/:
;
_____
subject is dealt with in an objective,
professional manner. The article made
no judgements and came to no conclusions. The name of the professor involved was withheld pending the outcome of his trial. It may seem unfair'to
report on the private lives of faculty,
members. However, The Tripod printed
only information available to the general public.
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New '94 & '95 Class Officers Ready For Action
Deborah Dworkin, the
Assistant Director of Alumni
News Editor
Relations, and overseer of the
Class elections were held elections said that approxifor the classes of '94 and '95 on mately 56% of the class of 1995
voted in this election, which she
Wednesday.
For the class of 1995, the described as "phenomenal fora
President is Joshua Lahey, the Trinity election." ApproxiVice President is Kate Carty, and mately 43% of the class of 1994
voted.
the secretary is Matt Moore.
Class of '95 President
The class of, 1994 President is Angela Latina, and the Joshua Lahey has many goals
Vice President is AJ. Kamra. for the coming year. "I think
Leah Kahl is tine secretary, and that my expectations this year
are pretty grand. Foremost we
won on a write in vote.
BYJIMBARR

must keep the lemon squeezer
to show everyone in the Trinity
community that we certainly are
worthy of it. I also believe that
as a class we must come together.
In our first year, we came to
know our immediate friends and
ourselves very well, but now as
a class [we must] transcend the
social barriers," he commented.
Lahey also commented
that in terms of class functions,
"I'd like to see maybe a couple
of barbecues in the quad.., but
any ideas, suggestions, com-

ments are always welcome."
Angela Latina, ['resident
of the class of 1994 said that "We
just had a meeting and everything is up in the air. We arc
trying to plan some study breaks
for the junior class. We are trying to get new t-shirts, will have
a contest for the junior class for
designing t-shirts."
Elections for the class of
1993 were postponed due to lack
of candidates. Elections will be
held during a senior welcome
back party tonight at 10:15 in

\ lainlhv I Uul.
Tlu'ln'shm.inii.wsof 1996
will hold tlu.'ir class elections in
October.
"The inaiiigo..il of thedass
officers is to plan events thai
will hrin)' tin' class together in a
fun and social way as well as
Iparlicipalinj', in] community
service and educational events,"
said MH. Dworkin.
"The main objective is to
unite the class for class spirit
and school spirit," added Ms.
Dworkin.

When Does A Professor's Action Warrant College Concern?
continuedfrom page 1

between a faculty member's
personal life and their role at
the institution as rigid as possible, there are some instances
when this does not seem possible. However strong the desire to have one's private life out
of bounds, if an eventhas drawn
public attention, to what extent
is the matter still private? Once
an event has become public
knowledge, the institution is
forced to address it in some
manner. Once an event is in the
public arena, can Trinity ignore
it as a private matter? CertaWy
these are among the questions
that administrators and faculty
will be facing in the coming
months.
"But these are sensitive
questions that that don't just
have to do with the law and the
public's right to know," Fulco
adds. "There are ethical considerations that haveTvothirvg to do
with our rights. We must look

atthe totality of circumstances."
Circumstances considered, many would agree that
there are some instances when
the institution must act accordingly. "If I were doing something that would necessitate
harm to students or render me
incapable of being fair to students, certainly something
would have to be done," said
Fulco.
Difficulty arises when
deciding what kinds of behavior need to be brought under
scrutiny. "There is always going to be a gray area," says Associate Professor of Philosophy
Maurice Wade.
Both Fulco and Wade
agree that there is a growing
demand to develop clearer
guidelines to address these issues. Presently, "various authority reacts in an ad hoc way,"
says Wade, There exists the necessity to "formulate careful and
judicial policy. The concern of

the moment often causes a vig- ronment in which any arguorous response to the issue at ments are made would be exhand." he continues.
tremely organized."
According to the Faculty
Evaluations are a definiManual of Trintiy College, the tive part of the professorial caCollege may dismiss a Faculty reer. "It is a profession where
member with tenure or prior to there is a lot of leeway in evaluthe expiration of his or her ap- ation," says Fulco. "There are
pointment only "for adequate formal categories for evaluating
cause."
scholarship and research. It
"Adequate cause will be makes it easier to come to a
directly related and substan- decison,"
tially related to the fitness of the
There is no scientific
Faculty member in his/her pro- method to evaluate fitness for
fessional academic capacity, the classroom, though. Whereas
which includes responsible con- research can be quantified, the
duct toward all members of the more personal aspects of teachCollege community..." reads the ing, especially those thatlnvolve
Manual. These notions are in character, are extremely diffiaccordance with guidelines put cult to judge.
forth by the American AssociaThese issues also have setion of University Professors.
rious implications for students,
Professor Diane Zanrvoni, "Studentehave a right to be conwho is the Trinity's representa- cerned and express that contive from the AAUP, empha- cern," says Wade.
sizes that, "there are clear pro"Someone's personal life
cedures for dealing with faculty always has something to do with
disciplinary action. The envi- their job, " said one First year

t-iAIUKlNG BRICK OVEN PIZZA

student, "It's hard lo leave it
there,"
One ahtmiuiH eommonled
tlwt, "If the law is taken it's due
course why should the college
prevent a person from having
access to the college? Why
should the college take the law
into it's own hands?"
At what point, if at all,
does a student have a right to
know if a professor has been
charged or convicted of a criminal offen.se? According to
Zannoni, AAUP guidelines are
very strict about public statements of personnel matters.
"Students have a rijfht to
know because they need to be
able to trust their professors,"
said one senior, "but 1 only want
to know what they want to tell
me."
"You can't ignore what
goes on outside, I must respect
them as a person (and) a
scholar," said one student.

TAKE-OUT AVAILABLE

HRSTl^LAST
SERVING HARTFORD FOR 56 YEARS
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First& Last

HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Festival:
The Connecticut
Trinity Juniors,
Antique Machinery
Seniors or Grad Students:
Association will hold their
Juniors, Seniors or
eighth annual Fall Festival
grad students are wanted to on September 27th from
volunteer as mentors in
10:00 am. -4:00 p.m.
creative writing for 4 high
The festival will be
school students in local
held on the CAMA grounds,
gifted/talented program for
Route 7,1 mile North of
the 1992-93 school year.
Kent, adjacent to the
This requires a strong Sloane-Stanley Museum.
talent and background in
Some of the ehibrts will
creative writing and the
include gas and steam
ability to tutor and
engines, working farm
encourage young people.
equipment, craftspeople,
Students will see you demonstrations, and much,
in a group Iwice monthly at
much more.
your convenience.
For information, call
For details, call collect 227-1697.
628-3388 days or 237-1936
evenings or weekends.
"Hysteria in a Neural
Network," a lecture given by
This Week in Career
Professor Dan Lloyd,
Counseling:
Tuesday, Sept. 22 - First day Philosophy Department.
of drop-ins.
Tuesday, September 29,4
Tuesday, Sept. 22 p.m. McCook305.
Graduate school workshop
alumni - 4 p.m.
Trinity College
Events
Legislative Internship
Connecticut Antique
Program:
Trinity students will
Machinery Association Fall

Page 9

application deadline is
October 30th.

have an opportunity to work
for members of the
Connecticut General
Assembly during the spring
semester for four or possibly
two course credits in the
Trinity College Legislative
Internship Program.
This program
provides a unique
opportunity for trinity
students to see how
government works from the
inside, and in many cases to
have an input into the policymaking process, as well as
serve as key links between
legislators and their
constituents.

The Spirit of Genius:
Art at the Wadsworlh
Atheneum:
September 27,1992
through January 3,1993.
The focal point of the
Wadsworth Atheneum's
150th anniversary
celebrations, "The Spirit of
Genius" recounts the
museum's long and colorful
history through key works of
art from the collection and
documents of the archives.
From the Atheneum's 1842
founding by Hartford
philanthropist Daniel
Wadsworth through the
directorship in the 1930's of
the legendary A. Everett
"Chick" Austin Jr. to the
present, the exhibition tells
how such a respected
collection came to be
formed in Hartford and
traces the museum's growth
from a single gallery to a
five-building complex.

An informational
meeting for interested
students will be held by
Professor Diana Evans,
Legislative Internship
Program, Director of the
Program, Political Science
Department, Wednesday,
October 14th, at 4 p.m. in
Seabury 306. Application
forms may be picked up at
the meeting from Professor
Evans, or from Mrs. Brazil,
Department Secretary,
Seabury 202. The

For business hours,
admission prices, and other
information call 247-9111.

CLASSIFIEDS

Cino/luclio

CAMPUS REPS
WANTED
Sep22

HEATWAVE
VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993
The best rates and the
biggest commissions.
For more info, call
800-395-WAVE

7:30
3:15

MONSTER IN A BOX
PROOF

Sep 23 2-4

THE 4TH ANIMATION CELEBRATION

7:30

Sep 25 2 6

THE 4TH ANIMATION CELEBRATION

7:3O
S.a:2O

Sep 27 2B 2 9 RAISE THE RED LANTERN

Ynu Wknt VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world-Visa® and MasterCard®
credit cards...-ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS- AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

Ho credit
No security
Approval-absolutely guaranteed so
MAIL THIS HO RISK COUPON TODAY

7:3O

STUDENT SERVICES.BOX 17924,PLANTATION>FL 55518
d£3m
ML Md3m

lwant

"VISA®/MASTERCARD®Credit

f
Cards. Enclosed find $ 5 which Is 100% refundable
If not
approved immediately.
NAME
: ADDRESS
STATE —ZIP
CITY
-S.S*
PHONE
SIGNATURE — ————
NOTE: MaslerCaid Is aregisteredtrademark of MsstnOiitl Intecnitf loml. Inc
Visa is aregisteredtrademaifc of VISA USA. Inc and VISA International

Service. Association.

100«/o GUARANTEED!
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Reflections On Political Correctness
hoursof reading, nij'hls of diapel garden
conversation, pages of Idler and essay
writing, and llu1 deepest probing into the
Dialogue Writer
.self. Mine, all mine, and no I'.C.'. crap
The most positive observation 1 about il. My question: how do I preserve
have made about political correctness is tlie.se honest opinions, yet maintain the
that it inspires laughter and a generally necessary strength lo defend n point withgood feeling on the college campus, as out sounding I'.C.?
I admire the good intentions
students andiacully alike enjoy ridiculing it as an ideology and playfully accus- behind the ideology of political correcting one another of falling prey to it. just ness doing its work in breaking down
this evening I had a good, hearty chuckle our traditional American .society - as so
as friends and I threw around some of defined by our wealthy, white founding
thelatest,greatestP.C. terminology. Hu- fathers - rupturing n culture. I find it
man beings, at least in the eye of the exciting and mystifying. 1 often get the
politically correct beholder, are no longer feeling that "anything goes" and that,
"short," but are "gravitationally bur- yes, Professor West of the history d apartdened" or "vertically challenged." This ment, perhaps Zulu feminist literature
entire ideology and movement towards will one day be offered at Trinity. And
a supposedly more open-minded, multi- this, in my strongest of opinions, can
cultural, sensitive and worldly society only be good, liqualily is not a selective
has done no more that metamorphose process: in liberating minority Americans, homosexuals and women, we must
into an empty, restrictive dogma.
However, I wish not to jump on also commit to a non-judgmental justice
the trendy bandwagon of P.C. bashing. 1 for all those crying oul. Sounds pretty
am a victim, hear my cry. Many of my P.C, huh?
truest values and highest beliefs resoLike ihc death of Ihe 74 yearnate in the hollow chambers of political old experiment of Vladimir Ilych Lenin,
correctness. My most honest ideas and a grand idea which seemed Utopian in
observations sway in the breeze of ruth- theory and proved atrocious in practice,
Iesscriticism, as the brutal cries of "You're I believe political correctness has comso P.C!" needlessly challenge my sincer- mitted suicide. U has swung around to
ity. I've suffered days where my calls to give itself that final, fa tal slap in Ihe face.
practice sexually indiscriminatory lan- Thisapparenllyopen-niinded,all-acceptguage have been answered by whispers ing school of thought forbids the existof "P.QP.C." I once Jong ago confided in ence of any other thought. There are
a friend that I was still struggling to fully rules to the game of political correctness,
embrace and comprehend the notion of and once broken the offender is left with
untraditional sexual preferences. He little hope for recovery. I'.C. dogma is
kindly requested that I cease from serv- vicious and unrelenting. We are its loy
ing him "that P.C. crap." WHAT? I was soldiers, neatly lined up in formation,
struggling, a friend in need, a product of required to be obedient of the guidelines,
whitesuburban America who was raised and reprimanded immediately if we do
believing that these homosexuals 1 was step out of line. Political correctness has
hearing about must surely be from an- achieved its polar opposite. In setting
other galaxy. I had never talked with one out lo open minds and create an allor even heard of a real-life one. In my embracing culture, it has denied us a
sincere attempt Vo do the most funda- chance to speak truthfully without being
mental human thing - to understand -1 scolded.
was unjustly annihilated.
1 conclude Ilia I there is one way
I see and hear much more of the only for us, and for me personally, to
same everyday here at Trinity. I want lo combat this empty dogma: retreat lo
climb the walls, rip out my hair and your hearts, dig deep foryourown truths
scream at the top of my lungs like a 5- and perception, and defend them lo Ihe
year old in a wild temper tantrum: "CUT grave. And if ever you hear whispers of
IT OUT!" Indeed, cut il out. Those are "P.CP.C", yell good and loud, "CUT IT
my feelings and opinions, the results of OUT!"
j^MYTATKO.

The Dialogic Weakness OfEC
Last week Dave Tuch wrote an article for the section entitled "Reflections
On New Student Orientation." In this article he wrestled with the issue of*political
correctness, and came up with some important criticisms of how we deal with race
and political correctness on this campus. Mr. Tuch's eloquent criticism of P.C. has
gotmetosomeminkin^andlfindmyself^urprisingly^staunchagreementwith
many of the conclusions of his arguments,
An appropriate model to understand political correctness is to dissect tins
movement into intention, action and implication. I am convinced that the intention
of political correctness is to eradicate racism, sexism and homophobia. The conservative criticism of P.C. is that it understands the intention of this movement to be
censuring speech for obvious political reasons. This criticism fails to delineate
between possible effect and intention, and therefore does not propose a solution to
the very real problems of race and sex on campuses, The failure for the conservative
criticism to recognize the problems of race on college campuses in this country is
one the main reasons why the debate surrounding P.C. has become dogmatic.
College campuses are either too politically correct, or ignore problems of race and
sex on campus completely.
The action that P.C. takes to combat racism and sexism is to redefine
acceptable language. The redefinition of acceptable language is not per se censorship, Political correctness takes its form in informal and formal dialogues created
with dealing topics of race or sex, the formation of sensitivity trainings for office
places and colleges, the formation of speech codes and finally in the creation of
new politically correct style of writing. Political correctness is in many ways
conscious attempt to influence the evolution of our language. People defin
acceptable language all of the time. (Take for example the FCC, or the people wh
rate movies, these people have a considerable amount of power in determining th
evolution of language.) To make the claim that P.C .is artificially changing
language, and not to acknowledge the forces in our society that do so already is tc
make a hypocritical argument.
There are many implications of political correctness. The primary impl
cation as I see it, is that P.C. has created a public environment where racist and sexis
behavior and language is not acceptable. The common criticism of this is that
racism, homophobia and sexism rear their ugly heads in private now instead of in
public. I don't see this as a viable criticism of political correctness per se,, becaus
live creation of this pubnc environment is certainly better th&ri.nothing, 1
Mycriticism of political correctness is that it addresses the issuesof racism
homophobia and sexism in a way that focuses upon language and attitudes
exclusively, when we talk about race on the campus we have a dialogue that ii
grounded primarily in semantics. We have allowed ourselves to fall into the habi
of lazy thinking when it comes these issues, the solutions to these problems havf

ignorant students m thinking
humans, not maledble cmmwAs
become formulated. This in turn has created a new church of the tolerant, where
opposing or ignorant views are rarely tolerated, and are suppressed by the fear of
public disapproval. I am in no way excusing the ugly and real racism that exists
on college campuses,but these intolerant views need to be confronted in the public
dialogue, and changed through the philosophical tool of reason, not the psychological tool of external stimulus. I am specifically referring to workshops whose
sole purpose is to change and reform attitudes. This is a very noble goal, but it can
only be truly actualized through fierce, rigorous and open debate. We must treat
new students and ignorant students as thinking humans, not malleable animals.
This debate must also be grounded in real action and reality. It is not enough to
have a tolerant attitude to those that are different than you, this tolerant attitude
must be grounded in a commitment to change the world. There are very serious
problems of race, sex and heterosexism on all campuses, and theseproblemS have
littletodowithlanguage. Thelackofsocialmtegration,socialalternativesforgays
and date rape are real problems that require real solutions. These problems
requireplanningand changes in behavior, not attitudes, Trinity's own institutional racism is not a problem that will disappear when those in power say all the
right things and think the right things, they must do the right things.
As students living an age of sexual violence, racial tension and
heterosexism the time is long due tha t we commit to action. I am not talking about
a new crusade for supporters, I'm talking about acting on the conclusions tha t arise
from the critical dialogues we have on these subjects.

PutAGlide In Your Stride And
A Dip In Your Hip
Come On To The Mpthesship
To write for dialogue:
caMx3037orx3489

Issues Where There Are None
SADIA MOHAMMAD
Dialogue Writer

Being a vertically challenged, Asian American womyn living in America, I
feel I should be ashamed of myself. I felt fine a few years ago but now it seems lo
be an issue to be what I am. People have to create euphemisms for what 1 really am
and euphemisms are only created to make something unpleasant sound pleasant.
It seems that contorting language in such a ridiculous way is actually making issues
out of things which are not. The solution should not be to create belter sounding
words for things like handicapped, black or Jewish, but to realize there is nothing
wrong with being any of these words.The problem docs not lie in the word "spastic"
but the fact that people use it in a derogatory manner. Who is to say they will not
after a while start using "specially-abled" in a derogatory sense? It does sound
unlikely, but once this word gets to be associated with the condition of being
handicapped it might become a word to be used in a derogatory sense. We need lo
get to root of the problem: being short or black or handicapped is not somthing
wrong, it is not a degraded state. The sheer absurdity of some of fhe"politically
correct" terms amazes me. Does it really matter whether woman is spelled'woman"
or "womyn?" Are we going to go through all the past literature and change the
spelling of words just because some ultra-sensitive, literally minded people take
offense to it? Whatever happened to the phrase "a figure of speech?" Whatever
happened to symbolism? We all know when someone says "mankind" he or she
means all of humani ty. Why go through the trouble of making i I an issue a nd call ing
it "humankind?" What will it be next - "humynkind?" Human relations exist
between individuals. Political correctness is taking individualism away from
people.Wlien people meet me now they might not see me as an individual bul as
an Asian American, vertically challenged womyn. P.C. will prevent them from
seeing me as what I really am - a person. People do not interact through communities, but on a personal basis. It is upto their instinct lo determine how they
interact with other people. It is commonly known as the instinct of human kindness.
This instinct cannot be taught through catchy phrases or polite terms. It is
something that runs deeper than language. It is true tha t there is a barrier between
people, but it seems the approach political correctness takes only aggravates the
situation, sometimes making issues where none had existed. Humans are never
going to be able to be in perfect harmony with one another. They can, however,
learn to communicate on better terms. The key to communication is not polite
terms, superficial cordiality, or hypocrisy, but in the words of E.M Forster
"kindness,kindness and more kindness."
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\_Humorous Look At P.C,

iHie Bane Of Our Fine
Democratic Existence
I-. MIKEHIGGINS
Dialogue Writer

liberals Go Right Wing
Freedom of expression whether it be through speech, writing, art or any other
means of communication cannot be limited without it simulantaneously being
destroyed. If in exchange for this freedom we must endure the ugliness of racial
harrassment flaming crosses and the national shame of men like David Duke, then
it is this reality that we must endure. Yet the implications of what the fullest extents
of our freedom afford us are things which even the most open-minded of people are
unprepared to face and understandably so for they are not pleasant to read or hear.
So we deny them and make one side of the story not simply the only accepted side
but the only one permitted to be uttered. At the same instant we irrecovably
relinquish the freedoms we cannot bear to exercise nor see others enjoy. It is the
hypocrisy of "free-" thinking. Political correctness is the left-wing culprit.
The tendency on the part of the politically correct movement to take racism
and hate by the throat and choke it out of the population at large is, while akin to
trimming your rose garden with a battle axe, not devoid of nobel intent. However,
the good intentions ran sour soon after the first steps were taken towards
implimenting them. Instead of creating a conscious-raising and fundamentally
educational movement, the pernicious practicioners of P.C. wrought angry, antiintellectual, and ultimately hypocritcal witch-hunt not until McCarthyism. So isn't
it true that you. Reader are a racist or have in the past congregated in the vicinity

Thus I offer that political correctness isjar from a
progressive trend; quite the contrary, it is
reactionary. This reactionary behavior is something
we've come to expectfrom right wing congressmen
who have lashed out at "liberals "
of racists? Isn't it true that you own the entire Cat Stevens discography?
Thus I offer that political correctness is far from a progressive trend; quite to
the contrary it is reactionary. This reactionary behavior is something we've come to
expect from right-wing Congressmen who have lashed out at "Liberals'' for
indecency and obscenity in the art room and the bedroom. P.C. simply lashes out
from the left against what it views as anti-progressive .Both contend that that their
position is popular American sentiment; both are probably right. Each contends it
from the high moral ground, so they end up poking each other in the eye. While the
adherence to a strict code of social and moral ideology which embraces the
denigration of difference is something we come to expect from conservatives, it
disturbs me that the left has seized on its message of social conformity.
Obviously, this year it has become a matter of political expediency but its very
disheartening that the liberal end of the spectrum— where I'd like to think I make
my happy political home—has, at worst, carried the banner of P.C. or, at worst,
become inextricably linked with the moment. With "Save the Whales," "Feed the
World, " "Free the World,'"'Free the Whales but Please Don't Feed Them," the
contra-expressional doctrine political correctness has slithered its way into liberally-minded institutions (that would supposedly excuse this one) across the nation,
P.C. has grown into a policy not in the pursuit of equality for social groups
traditionally disenfranchised from the American power structure but one of an allencompassing world view, intolerant of unique, or contradicting pespectives. I find
this no less unstomachable than the right-wings creeping fascism. As I suggested
last week, there is a place on the circle for each personal ideological pursuit. (And
I also maintained that the promulgation of opinion and action are different issues.)
What political correctness aims to do is suffocate freedom of expression with
a heavy and deceptive tarp of social equality. The drive to eradicate racism cannot
thrive underneath this tarp, but only in a brutally open and accepting environment,
one accepting of racists and those who consider themselves more enlightened. P.C.
discourages this needed and deserved acceptance.The price of pur own freedoms
must not be the freedoms of others.

If you read The National Review, Crisis, or Campus Leader, then
you know that American Higher Education is teetering on the brink of disaster.
Indeed, institutes of advanced learning
across our fine nation are infected with
an insidious virus more deadly than
Anthrax (and by the way, I don't mean
theband). This terrible plague threatens
not only to irrevocably warp the brains
of our finest young men and women, but
also aims to destroy the sacred principles upon which our glorious nation is
founded. As any good conservative
knows, inside the Academy there lurks
the scourge of all that is. good and and
pure.
Embittered by the failure of the
Sixties, the fall of communism, and the
decade long triumph of conservatism, a
few crafty radicals have plotted one final
attempt to promote the moral degeneration of our nation so that they might
finally secure the cosmic socioeconomic
and political revolution that has so long
been forestalled. Their scheme, for those
who haven't already guessed or, for that
matter, ever heard of Pat Buchanan,
D'Nesh D'Souza, or William F. Buckley,
is of course, Political Correctness, the
very antithesis of the American dream,
the incarnation of evil, and the bane of
our fine American democratic existence.
But for God's sake, excuse me. I mean
for the sake of some undenominational,
male/female, non-exclusive, entirely
secular being or force which probably
doesn't exist anyway, is P.C. really that
bad? Perhaps, I'll know at the end of my
writing.
Now the conservatives will tell you
that P.C. is bad, really bad, because, in
case you haven't heard, it is, in reality,
censorship. That's rightfolks, P.C. speech
codes limit our freedom of speech which
is guaranteed by our Constitution, look
and see. P.C. won't allow you to use all
sorts of racial epithets and insults that
you normally use because a tiny minority of radicals think that they're potentially damaging to the Utopian paradise
that is every college and university. If
you do happen to slip up and use one
anyway, you're out of school and your
parents are out a couple grand. Now
that is censorship, no questions asked.
How do I defend it? Good question.
How about this for starters? 1. You're
probably lucky you won't be able to say
those nasty things anyway, because in
the long run, if you're not in the company of your buds when you say it,
you'll probably have the crap kicked out
of you. No, that reasoning won't do. Its
got to be more profound. 2. What your
saying approximates that which is
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Thomas Catlaw Amy Tatko

Michael Higgins

incitetful, might provoke mass rioting,
and is similar to fighting words which
are not protected as free speech, anyway. Well, that's a tough call and maybe
not the best justification either. 3. Who,
the hell, ever said that free speech is such
a great thing after all? Why do we value
the free exchange of ideas anyway? Why
do we want people to be able to say
things that will just piss us off. This
country is going to hell in a handbasket
already and removing the right of free
speech won't do any more harm to the
free exchange of ideas than hasn't already been done by two hundred years
of exploitation at the hands of capitalist,
racist, sexist, mean, dirty, old DWMs.
How about that, huh? Naaah, far too
complex. Just too many issues at stake.
4. How about that it makes you feel
warm and fuzzy inside because you're
doing something that's reaEy beautiful,
man. Sorry, Jerry's dead. The trip's
over. 5. Because for four short years,

This country'sgoing
to hell in a handbasket
and removing the right
to free speech won't do
anymore harm to the exchange of ideas.
your awareness might be heightened to
the degree that when you do emerge
from school you realize that the small
sacrifice you made in giving up your
right to say bad things, may in fact function to improve relations within our f rac^
tured society and actually reinforce exactly those things which those concerned
conservatives thought would be destroyed i.e. (for those who have lost the
thread, or never found it, our Constitution, our national well-being, our democracy, the right to choose Coke or
Pepsi, Fudor Duff, tolerance, understanding, etc. How 'bout that, How 'bout that,
eh?
What, I didn't disprove that it's
riot censorship? True...but you have to
break a few eggs, right. And after all, we
can still say those things if we really,
want to, we can just say them quietly. We
can think'em. Those P.C. compassion
fascists can't control our thoughts. Anyway, P.C, is a passing fad, look around
you. See any radical profsi under forty?
In a couple years, they'll be dead or retired, but probably dead from all those
drugs they took. To misquote Al Haig,
"You'll be in control here, now," So if
you're still confused about P.C. and don't
know where to turn, read Eli Lake. He
does what you want, he crushes P.C. and
evenbetter, on a more philosophical level.
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The Reality Of Politics And Compromise
Christopher Dodd, the United States
Senator from Connecticut, was on campus last spring at the beginning of his
Politics is a game. It is a game that re-election campaign. After his speech
a Trinity student questioned the Senahas very shady rules and one in which a
tors
faithfulness to "no nuke energy."
sense of balance is the most worthy asset.
We in politics must balance everything. Apparently the Senator had voted to
We balance the hopes of our constituents limit the number of hearings on prowith the reality of our ability, a yearning posal sites for nuclear power plants.
for perfection with a painful realization The Senator replied that he was still
of our flaws, an expensive Utopia with an not in favor of nuclear energy as a
affordable purgatory. We balance con- primary energy source, and that there
was already a mandatory fifteen hearstantly.
ings
for each site proposal. He did not
If we, as politicians, fail to ba lance,
deem
a sixteenth necessary. The queswe are not elected. It is interesting betioner
did.
cause it seems that the motions of our
This
circumstance is a microcosm
lives are not enough to consider. Instead
there exist coalitions and special interest of the larger battle between effective
groups which mount the balance beam and fair government, and an expedient
of elected office and pull hard on our one. Would you want that sixteenth
sleeves, trying to force us to lean to their hearing if it meant the decision to not
side without regard for the politkalhealth locate a nuclear plant in your town? I
of the "gymnast." To give you a taste of tend to think you would. However, if
my point, take government bureaucracy you live near a geographic fault and
and the fervor with which we try to your town would never be considered
forsuchaproposal,wouldn'tyouwant
eliminate it.
The facts are that a lot of bureau- only the fifteen and perhaps fewer hearcracy could indeed be removed. The ings? The answer is obviously yes.
seemingly endless sub-committees on the One of themain contradictions that we
committees for committees is indeed a in politics must face is the fine line
bit burdensome. There exists a large between fairness and expediency, It is
gray area between bureaucracy, and the a razor thin line which has fatally cut
dissolution of a democracy, Like an ar- many politicians. Do not think that
chaeologist, as we chip away to find the that is not a consideration.
In the Trinity S.G.A. there lies
treasureof governmental expediency, we
run the high risk of ruining the treasure another example of a balancing act.
Last year the idea was proposed to
by digging too far into what holds it in
place, the necessary steps of bureaucracy commemorate diversity at Trinity by
which ensure fairness to all parties in- painting and hanging a portrait of the
first female faculty member at Trinity.
volved.
Well,
itjustso happens that at the same
Hereisanexampleofwhatlmean.
BY JOSHUA LAHEY
World & Nation Writer

time student unrest was rising. When it
was found that the S.G.A. was painting
pictures of old faculty while administration, faculty and trustees all hinted at
removing thefralernily/sorority system,
The Tripod had a field day. The S.G.A.
suffered much political fallout as a result.
The facts, however, are that the
S.G.A. had a very active Fraternity/Sorority Committee which was working
fervently to protect Greek life at Trinity.

...a lot of bureaucracy could indeed be removed. [Yet] There
exists a large gray area between
bureaucracy, and the dissolution of democracy.
Why didn't anyone know or care? Not
bad press, not even bad timing, mostly
that we on S.G.A. did not sufficiently
balance (in the minds of the students)
studentunrest and disenchantment with
a legitimate concern about co-education
at Trinity.
Another example of the need to
keep a pulse upon the needs of your
constituents and to balance those needs
well is seen in the simple question: "Wei I,
what the hell does S.G.A. do?" Well, for
instance, one of our committees is the
Food Committee. The yogurt machine,
the Beef Board, the improvements in the
aesthetics of SAGA, the two soda machines, the extended hours, the Koeppel
Bistro, the expanded brunch menu and
generally good food are all results of this
committees work. Important stuff, is it
not? Consider what the reaction would

be if the yogurt machine was removed.
When you relegate all that the committee
does to "(hat Food Committee" it .sounds
a bit trivial, granted.
Well as an S.G.A. elected official I
continually catch (Ink over the. S.G.A.
"lack of involvement inrealsludenl life."
What do we do besides getting butler
yogurt for Hie Cave? Well how about an
Academic Affairs Committee which
helps to oversee the academic requirements of the school ami ncls as a disciplinary board for holh students and faculty. How about the Trustee Committee
on Long Range Planning which deals
directly with trustees and administration on such issues as whether Trinity
will ever get its own hockey rink. What
about those commillees and olhers? We
onS.G. A. often only hear, "jeez o Pete, all
those guys do is paint pictures of old
faculty and order icecream." Well, guess
again. It is no! thai we do not do worthy
things for the students of this school, it is
only that we find it difficult to accurately
balance what we do in Ihe minds of the
Trinity community.
My point is thai politics is a game
of balance. If Chris Dodd can convince
all his constituents that he is working for
them, then he is re-elecled. If (hey feel lie
has digressed from his job, then he will
be unemployed. This leads lo the question of honesty in politics, which I will
discuss next week. So (hen, is it fair that
politicians Iry to convince us that they
are working for us? It depends upon
your perspective. Tune in next week for
the conclusion and please feel free to
contact me privately via The Tripod to tell
me how you feel.

A Republican's View on the Clinton Draft Issue
BY BRYAN SATTER
World & Nation Writer

This Bill Clinton thing is getting
out of hand. The man dodged the Vietnam draft twenty-five years ago, and yet
it still lingers as one of the most important and focused upon issues of the campaign.
The Republicans won't let it die.
Bush is continually bringingup Clinton's
military past as a ploy to show the country that the Democratic presidential Candida te is not qualified to lead the country
in times of conflict. I am a staunch
Republican and Bush supporter, but if
the incumbent is trying to win the election by using slander tactics, he is barking up the wrong tree. I won't vote for
Bush or want him to win if he continues
to turn the campaign into a series of
negative accusations.
Allegedly, Bill Clinton's family
helped him evade the draft. They were
able to pull a few strings to land Clinton

a high lottery number which never came
up. Clinton had also enrolled in an ROTC
program at the University of Arkansas
Law School and subsequently failed to
participate. If people want to dwell on
the issue of evading the draft, thousands
of Americans would be guil ty and therefore unqualified to run for the presidency. Lest we forget that our current
Vice President would have been knee
deep in rice paddies in Saigon if it wasn't
for his father landing him a comfortable
position in the Indiana National Guard?
If nothing else. Clinton and Quayle
should cancel each other out. Let's let
Bush run against Gore.
If Clinton is being reprimanded
for actions he committed when he was
just a scared kid, many other Americans
should have been charged with treason
for the things they did to get out of going
to Vietnam, Heck, my uncle forged medical documents regarding his eyes and his
asthma to fall below army minimumstandards and get out of enlistment, He even
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made up some ailments to support his
case. If that had not worked, he already
had his bags packed to skip the country
and head for Canada.
The issues of the election are
simple: Bush wants to cut taxes and decrease spending, while Clinton wants to
raise taxes and increase spending lo revive the slumping economy. Clinton is
in favor of a bill giving workers in small
companies up to sixty days unpaid personalleave, with job security, While Bush
would rather give tax credits to a company for each personal leave day per
employee-no job security is involved,
but the plan would include 95% more
companies. Bush believes in a strong
foreign policy so that America can continue to help shape the "new world order," while

have "smoked and inhaled" if he thought
he could hold his own when it came lo
the nation's defense. Obviously ihe man
should be disqualified from the presidential race, and he probably compounded his marijuana escapade by having a few beers at school. I hope that one
doesn't find its way to the press. How
un-American can you get? Give me a
break.
Bush'sstrongest theme in his campaign (besides the family values thing) is
that he can lead his country in times of
foreign conflict, while Clinton can't.
While it is important, military competence is not the only skill needed to preside in the oval office. Some of (he most
unproductive presidents in history were
military generals, namely Zachary Tay-
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should dictate each other out.
how people vote come November. The
stigma that Clinton is a draft-dodger is
irrelevant to the election of '92. The
issues in question focus on America's
future, which is where we should be
looking, instead of worrying about the
past.
The tactics of negative campaigning are beginning to become tiresome.
At the Republican National Convention
lastmonth, Bush said thatClinton could
not lead our country because he lacked
military experience, and the swiftness
and confidence to act quickly and definitively, as Bush did during the Gulf
War. According to Bush, Clinton must
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Clinton may not be the best choice to
become America's 42nd president, but
he may also no! be the worst, In a campaign that has been relatively even (despite what the polls say), it would be a
shame for the results of the election to be
delermined by such a menial issue as
Clinton's draft evasion. The only thing
Bill Clinton is guilty of is being a normal
person. Mostwereafraidofbeingdrafted
back then, and tried to avoid i t
When the election is held in Nevember,castyourbaHot for the man who
will best lead our country into tomorrow, despite what has happened in (he
past.
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Clinton: A Man With Hans
gaps, I will admit. No one knows how
seriously Governor Clinton will go after
his line-item-veto. But George Bush's plan
Two weeks ago, an article by a is the first I have ever seen that made a
certain Mr. Louis appeared in this sec- virtue of nebulousness, Vagary after vation, spouting claims that are, at their gary persist, in a deafening roar of
very root, indefensible.
muddled and murky assertations.
At one point, he accused Bill
Then, Louis went on to say that
Clinton of not having a budget plan, of Governor Clinton had no foreign policy.
being too vague about where his money I can think of no other defense for this
would come from. This, a week after the statement except, perhaps, that he was
convention where President George Bush taking some sort of hallucinogenic at the
announced drastically lower taxing and time.
spending by the United States GovernWhile I have already taken the libment, and two weeks after Candidate erty of sending Mr. Louis a copy of GovGeorge Bush announced three major new ernor Clinton's latest foreign policy
spending plans: 10 million for a job train- speech, perhaps he should also be reing package, 100 million to rebuild the minded of Clinton's human-rights speech
once-slated-for destruction Homestead a few weeks ago. Or of his address in
Air Force Base in Florida, and 1 BILLION New York a few months ago. Transcripts
for wheat subsidies for farmers in the of both are easy to find.
Midwest (and wasn't that Bush guy supWhile speeches do not a foreign
posed to be for Free Trade, or some- policy make, it is clear that Governor
Clinton has staked out a well-defined,
well-articulated vision of what United
Governor Clinton has pointed
interests are and should be over
out exactly what he wants to States
the next decade.
spend on. His plan has actually
Obviously, not everyone agrees
been called one of the most spe- with Governor Clinton on his domestic
or foreign policy positions. But that is no
cific budget plans ever.
reason to sink to the puerile level of
ranting and raving. Read Clinton's plan.
tiling?).
One can only think what Candi- Study his foreign policy. And do the
date Bush might throw at key constitu- same for Bush. Then, and only then,
encies as the election draws closer. The should you vote. But when you boldly
mind, having had itself stretched to the assert that Bill Clinton has no foreign
limits during this election, fairly boggles. policy, or that George Bush is a petty
A new microwave for every housewife? nimrod, you do a disservice to yourself,
A Lear Jet for every corporate exec? New as well as your country. If we are ever to
rise as a country above the glop in which
Nikes for the inner city crowd?
Governor Clinton, on the other we are currently mired, we must have
hand, has pointed out exactly where he good leaders. Our choices must be wellplans to cut and trim, exactly what he informed, not based around the flimsy
wants to spend on. His plan has actually stuff of childish argument, and I hope
been called one of the most specific cam- Mr. Louis remembers that.
So there!
paign budget plans ever. There are some
BY JAY WISE
Metro-Hartford Editor

A Call to Exercise
Your Right ToVote
BY DAN ANIXT
World & Nation Writer

Often times when I start to engage people in political discussions, they shrug
their shoulders and say something like, "Who cares about politics?", "the politicians
are all the same anyway," or "politics is a toxic religion" to name a few. I admit that
when it comes to politics, I suffer from diarrhea of the mouth or of the word
processor. However, it is very important that people get involved in the political
process, even if it is only to vote. One does not have to be a fanatic, bleeding heart
liberal (like me!) or a hard core conservative (like Pat "homophobe" Buchanan) to get
involved in the system. One just has to have even the most minute interest in the
future of this country.
As a group, people our age have the lowest rate of voter participation. It is no
wonder that politicians often pay little attention to us and our needs. As you all
probably know, we are in the most severe economic slump since the Great Depression. I, like many other people my age, am scared. Not only about whether or not
I will find a decent job out of college, but also whether or not I will ever enjoy the same
standard of living as my parents.
Students at Trinity and other small liberal arts colleges lead sheltered, protected lives in which the ugly realities of the real world are kept at a distance. People
who claim that they are above all of that may well be singing a different tune in a
world of increasing living costs and declining job opportunities,
I am not saying all this as a lead to an endorsement of Bill Clinton or as an insult
to George Bush, but as something to think about. How you vote can make a big
difference in an election. In the election of 1960, Nixon would have defeated
Kennedy if just a few thousand voters in Texas or Illinois had voted differently.
Politics, as much as we try to deny it, affects our lives in many ways. It affects
whether or not we will have health care, jobs, wars, and most importantly of all, a
future of hope or of doom. There is a crude bumper sticker I often see which says,
"If you don't vote, don't bitch." I agree wholeheartedly with that sentiment.
(Please note that in the next few months there will be a voter registration drive
on campus. Students conducting this drive will be able to register United States
citizens on the spot. If you are not registered, this is an excellent opportunity to do
so.)
_____™—_—

W & N Needs Writes like You!
Call #3294 For More Information.

by Paul Sullivan
Since this is the "year of the woman," it only seems appropriate to write
about the dynamic women behind the two very different Presidential candidates.
Consequently, Barbara Bush and Hillary Clinton are as diametrically opposed as
their respective husbands. Mrs. Bush serves as a representation of a matronly, bygone era where women were supposed to reside subserviently in the shadows.
On the flipside there is Hillary, a proponent of the liberated woman who cherishes
her career as much as her husband covets his. Fortunately, these two antipodals
will finally have a chance to meet in this volatile political year.
The roles that both Mrs. Bush and Ms. Clinton have played in this years
election qualify them as trailblazers in a watershed political year. Hillary hasbeen
so viciously attacked by the Republican establishment that one might wonder at
times who the actual candidate is. While Barbara has played a more demure,
traditional role which even found her politely addressing the Republican National Convention. Yet both have been extremely vocal and influential.
Moreover, their opinions have been intently studied by the plethora of
political pundits that always surface around an election. Mrs. Bush has been
repeatedly grilled about her abortion stance. So much so that the interviews have
resembled surreptitious interrogations. And all to find outif she would contradict
her vehemently pro-life husband (although at one time even George was perspicacious enough to be pro-choice). Yet, as one might expect, her responses were
deliberately ambiguous so that it appeared that she might be for women's rights,
but not clear enough to be quotable.
Hillary Clinton, on the other hand, has been so vociferous on women's
rights that she became a prime media target. Of course, such a liberated woman
as Ms. Clinton would unabashedly defend a women's right to chose an abortion
as strongly as she would champion women in the workplace and federally
supported programs for mother's with young children. Yet the question still
lingers, how liberated and independent is Ms. Clinton when compared to Mrs.
Bush?
It seems that Hillary could easily be the poster person for the "nineties
women," while Barb could be an understudy for June Cleaver. But their
differences are far more visceral, as are the similar travails that they both had to
endure. Mrs. Bush met the dashing George Herbert Walker Bush when he was a
young, fearless fighter pilot. And as the sickly sweet story maintains they fell in
love, had children, and Barb comfortably sat at home relishing in her docility.
Conversely Hillary was educated at the very respected Wellesley College
where, upon graduation, she went on to Yale Law school which was where she
met Big Bill. Furthermore, after a marriage Hillary not only continued to work in
a very prestigious law firm, but she also maintained her maiden name (which was
only relinquished recently).
This experience in the working world helped Ms. Clinton adopt a very
pragmatic view that two income families are a reality, and thatif women are going
to be employed, than they might as wellhave high paying carreers like their male
counterparts. Unfortunately for Barbara,she is too mired in the Republican ethos
of "family values" to ever realize that the nuclear family is an anomaly that faded
into obscurity with pet rocks and hoola-hoops. Yet, with such a politically volatile
year, both Hillary and Barb have been faced with very similar scandals.
These scandals involve none other than Gennifer Flowers and Jennifer
Fitzgerald, and cut viscerally into the very core of their marital bond. As with all
other issues, their responses have been as different as the women themselves. Ms,
Clinton evinced her strong demeanor when she refused to countenance such
accusations, and asserted vehemently that she would "stand by her man." Mrs.
Bush, however, seemed to have been frightened by the onslaught of probing
questions that Hillary had to face, and instead adopted a very supercillious air,
quite similar to that of her Presidential husband. Even through the most trying of
times, ones which would seemingly bond all women into a common sisterhood,
Barb and Hillary continued to be as different as the Presidential candidates that
they are married to.
,
' " '

A Grim View Of The World
gees and victims of famine in Somalia
would sleep better at night knowing that
"everything is for the best." This line of
In Voltaire's short satire of the thinking simplifies and trivializes all the
Age of Enlightenment's optimism, struggles which human beings experiCandide, it is Dr. Pangloss who charac- ence.
terizes our world as being "the best of all
It is rather presumptuous to aspossible worlds." The absurdity of this sume that all the events in the realm of
notion becomes painfully evident in the human existence are stringently ordered,
context of the present day. The ubiqui- This type of knowledge transcends hutous nature of discord and strife affects man comprehension. Therefore, we are
all of us, whether it be on the national or all slaves to circumstance. With this in
international level.
mind, we should never have the audacFor this reason, unbridled opti- ity to suggest that all world problems
mism in the face of so much despair can will eventually turn out for the good of
almost be considered ignorance. It is humanity.
true that without knowledge of human
Here is a partial list of the world
suffering, life is much more bearable. problems, lest you ever get so smug as to
Somehow the trite expression, "igno- think that everything on earth is rosy:
rance is bliss" comes to mind. But, there civil war in Yugoslavia, violence in South
are those who know the truth yet main- Africa, famine in Somalia, the aftermath
tain that things will always turn out for of Hurricane Andrew, rebuilding L.A.y
the best.
attacks on refugees in Germany, uncerImagine telling victims of Hurri- tainty in the former Soviet Union, the
cane Andrew this, or perhaps, those AIDS epidemic, the environment, viocaught in the crossfire in Bosnia- lence in Northern Ireland, unrest in AfHerzegovina! Certainly Kurdish refu- ghanistan, the entire Middle East...
BYMIKEDIBELLA
World & Nation Writer
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Mike And Alphonse Kght " T h e " B a t t l e ^ ^ ™ "
Michael "Boom-Boom"
Gilliam is going to send
Alphonse "Tower of
Power" Rice back to the
cave he crawled out of.
Alphonse vows to make
Mike eat quiche. No red
man eats quiche. This is a
battle you won't want to
»
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Alphonse is busy in training for the coming
challenge.

'
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Human Merest Story Of The Week...

Drowns
BY FEATURES STAFF
Compiled From Wire Reports

I first must say tha 11 am a lover of
all natural manifestations. I have fifteen
dogs and three cats, a fish, and two pigs,
You can imagine my excitement to find
that there was going to be a Tropical
party at Psi-U. My goldfish Fernando
and I got inlo out respective tropical
suits and headed over.
Pernando was ecstatic that be was
going to meet some female goldfish. He
had always told me that he hated being
cooped up in that small bowl.
We went over to Psi-U at about
10:30 and found [hat there were a greatmany fish hanging out in a large pool
area. Some people were playing with
them, or so I thought, and Fernandoliterally jumped out of his bowl that I was
carrying. Fernando flew into the pool
and began to mingle with the other fish.
I left him there for two minutes so
that I could mingle. However, the party
was rather crowded and it took me a
while to circle around to the pool. When
I finally did get to the pool, I looked
around for Fernando. At first, I thought
that he wasn't answering my calls be-

Mike takes a break from his workout for
a quick photo.
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cause he had found a "Spawner" as he
calls hot female fish, but after a while I
became nervous. I thought that he might
have drowned.
All of a sudden I heard that familiar flapping of gills from the other side of
the pool. Fernando was hanging by his
tail, being held by a barbarian of a man.
To my utter disbelief and tremendous
sorrow, this brute lifted my poor helpless Fernando and dropped him into his
mouth, lfell to my knees and damned the
heavens. The horror continued as I saw
this mass genocide of helpless fish.
I launched my frail body at one of
these miscreants and attempted to choke
him. I was pried off the unsuspecting
villain, and someone asked what was
wrong with me. I explained the inhumanity of the entire situation. This person had the audacity to ask if I had ever
tried one. While I wasn't looking, he
dropped a poor helpless fishy into my
drink.
In my next gulp, I swallowed a
defenseless goldfish, and to be honest, it
wasn't so bad. Since then, the only thing
I eat is goldfish. As I walk around my
house, my other pets have been getting
nervous, and with good reason.
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5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Holy Eucharist, St.Matthew
7:30 p.m. Chaplain's Office
Bible Study: Romans

Tuesday.

5:00 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Evening Prayer
6:30 p.m. Mather Hall
Freshfolk

Wednesdays

5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Evening Prayer

Thursday:

5:00 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Evening Prayer

Saturday:

10:30 a,m,-lt00 p.m, St. James1 Church
Food Pantry

Sunday:

a.m. Chapel
Holy Eucharist- Parents' Weekend
3:00 p.m. Chaplain's Office
Inquirer's Course

Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed

Ttatut

1. Male-bonding is not EC, but Human bondage is.
2. The trustees are so in touch with this campus that
they read our minds.
3. They want to make "Co-Ed Naked Late Nighf'Tshiits.
4 Many female students lodged a complaint
because they weren't being physically hazed. They
also wanted to ride around naked on motorcycles.
5. Because of deep jealousy of the success of Si
Anthony's Hall and Clio.
6. It's the only way to get women to come tothe
Pike house.
7. A A A is trying to beef up its inttamuml Softball
team.
8. Ancient Greek society had both men and women
living in one house. Why regress? Why ask Why?
9. The Greeks were getting fed up with their
national charters. Who needs financial backing and
connections in ttie business world, anyway?
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Top Nine Reasons that The
Greeks Are Going Co^edb

Chapel Happenings This Week
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Jazz Vocal Artist John Hendricks Speaks About "Five
Guys Named Moe", Harry Belafonte, and Bebop
BYJOHNVIENER

called "Five Guys Named Moe" in London. It is the show about the music of
Louis Jordan, because one of Louis' hit
songs was "Five Guys Named Moe." So,
they put together all the works of Louis
Jordan and made a two hour show in the
West End of London. In it is my song
"Messie Bessie." He sent Judy the tape of
"Messie Bessie" as it was done in the
show, and she thought it would be great
to go in to the work that she was doing on
her grandmother Bessie. She put the
song into her show, and it fit very well.

singer. He had a record called "Recogni- that was what he began to
tion." He told this story of how he got a sing.(Hendricks laughs at the story that
gig at the Village Vanguard in New York. he just told.)
This past Saturday, Sarah
There were all these posters that read
JV: Why would afamous band such as
Markham and I had the pleasure of inter"Jazz Singer: Harry Belafonte and the Charlie Parker's take a job backing up a
viewing Jon Hendricks. Mr. Hendricks
Charlie Parker Quintet." Harry said that singer?
spoke on Friday in the Austin Arts b uildhe went to a rehearsal, and he was then a
JH: Well, you take a job and you
ing on the art of 'vocalese' and Jazz as a
student at Columbia University, so he have to follow house policy. Harry was
musical form of expression. Sarah and I
was Mr. Clean. He had on his sweater backed by a record label and a lot of
were given the extreme privilege of havand white shirt, and you know, he's a money. Besides, they didn't mind being dinner with Mr. Hendricks and his
really good looking young man.
cause they played their own set anyway.
wife Judith after his performance. He
He comes in the Vanguard, and
JV: I was under the impression that
was kind enough to let me interview him
there's Bird, Miles Davis, Tommy Potter, therewas less practicing and more timespent
the following day, and so I have conJV: Did you write the lyrics or the Bud Powell, and Max Roach: five junk- playing in a band during the forties and
densed our two-and-a-half hour inter- music?
ies, (Hendricks laughs to himself.) So fifties.
view for your pleasure.
JH: I did both. This was one of the Miles says,(imitating Miles' voice) "Who
JH: That's right. You learned to
We arrived at 10:00 on Saturday rare times that I did both.
the f—k is that?"
playbygettingup onthebandstand with
morning at the bed-and-breakf ast where
MRS. H: This was from the times
So, you know, Harry was nervous. better people than yourself. There was
the Hendricks were staying. They greeted when songwriters would stand out in Their first song was "Pennies from no bad feeling about it, but when you
us, and we joined them at their breakfast the street and talk to other songwriters. Heaven," and each time they did it, Bud were on stage, they were out there to cut
table. I was a bit nervous because I had
JH: We knew what was going on Powell did the same introduction. you. And after they made you look rinever really interviewed anyone before, throughout the songwriting industry in (Hendricks sings the piano introduction) diculous, they would put their arm
and so I asked Mr. Hendricks for his what was at that time called "Tin Pan Every rehearsal, Bud played the same around you and say "Hey kid, you know,
help.
go home and practice." If you were dediAlley." We were all there on the corner. thing.
JV: How did you enjoy the Judy Frank Loesser had two young guys workOpening night comes, everybody cated, you would keep coming back and
Dworin arrangement ofMessie Bessie and ing for him: Dick Adler and Bob Ross. went to get ready. The band went to get eventually get better.
They did "Damn Yankees" and "Pajama high. Harry gets introduced to the audithe rest of her show?
When Charlie Parker first came to
JH: I thought it was great. The Game." So when they came down to the ence and instead of playing what he al- New York, he couldn't even get arrested.
whole presentation...all three parts, I corner, we used to say, "Here comes the ways played, Bud played (Hendricks He was just another alto player, and he
thought it was very good. The Bessie two evils of Loesser."0H starts to laugh) scats a barrage of notes to prove how hadn't found his style of playing. He got
thing was haunting.
For the next while, Mr. Hendricks much different the beginning was)... and a job at the Onyx club where Art Tatum
JV: Your song was a part of this, spoke about a TV show that he recently Harry sang "Every...every...every." was playing where he worked for six
watched about the Buffalo soldiers, and (Hendricks sings different notes to show weeks washing dishes and listenting to
wasn't it?
JH: My song was in it, but just a then he turned the conversation towards that Harry couldn't find the right pitch to Tatum. He wentback to Kansas and said
" I want to play as fast and as accurately
part of the whole thing...but the whole Jazz music. During this part of the inter- start on.)
view, he mentioned Harry Belafonte.
(Laughing) He was so embarrassed as that cat," That is how he came to
thing was great.
JV: Did you ever sing with Harry that night...he was in tears. He said that Bebop. The father of Bebop was Art
JV: How did your song become a part
for the next week, he went to the public Tatum.
Belafonte?
of last night's presentation?
(This is the end of the first segment
JH: I never sang with Harry, but library and looked up all these folk songs
JH: The way it started was Judy's
first cousin was stage managing a show we are friends. He started out as a Jazz and songs about his native Jamaica, and of a two-part interview.)
Features Editor and Tightrope Walker

ALONG THE LONG W A L K
This Week's Fascinating Question Is...
What Is The Best Thing That Has Happened To You This Week?

Lucy Danes My mom sent me
cookies.

Everett Brown: I decided my major.

Ajay Kamra (with Leah Kahl): We
both got elected as Class Offie

Dane Aiken: I am finally getting in
a school mood. BAMJ

Jen McArdle: I gave birth to Jake
early last week.

Photos By Beth Piro
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Composer and Vocalist Uses A Different Medium

#

Tather of Vocalese' Hendricks Speaks at Goodwin
BYAMYEMPOLITI
Writer

The Department of Theater and
Dance, the Music Department, and the
office of the Dean of Faculty sponsored a
talk in Goodwin Theater on Friday, September 18, by Jon Hendricks, world famous composer and vocalist. Mr.
Hendricks, who is known in the music
world as "The Father of Vocalese," spoke
about this style of music. Vocalese is

It was described by Mr. Hendricks as
"like putting libretti to opera."
The presentation began with an
introduction by dance choreographer
Judy Dworin. The Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble performed the dance
piece "Bessie," which features Mr.
Hendricks'song "Messy Bessy." "Bessie"
is part of Her Past and Future Lives, which

was presented in Goodwin Theater on
Friday and Saturday, September 18 and
19. •
Mr. Tk-ncliui-s wro«p ihe -on^

Wind Won't Blow You Away
BY DANA MEACHEN AND CHRIS RAU

CHRIS:
This week we knew we were heading for trouble when we began the long
walk to find our movie. By the time we found the theater, we were nearly out
of breath. Not a good sign at all when the movie you came to see was just
released. The name of this piece of cinematic artistry was Wind. It starred
Matthew Modine, Jennifer Grey and a large cast of complete unknowns. I think
some of them might have been in Ishtar.
To make this week a little different, Dana and I are going to write
separate reviews, even though we did not really disagree. I think it might take
two a Hemp ts to really explain this movie. You may have gotten the drift so far,
tha t Wind was not exactly academy award ma teria 1, but I want to go on record
right now as going out on a limb and saying, I didn't exactly hate it. It did not
really have any story. 1 desperately tried to piece the random scenes together
and find alarger point to the film as a whole,but I just could not do it, And this
is comirtg from someone who liked Bright Lights, B ig City and The Pick Up Aptist
Lets just say I have been known to find a decent plot where many have seen
only a black hole.
On the positive side, the camera work in the desert and on the ocean was
incredible. Did I forget to mention that the movie was about yacht racing? I
guess it slipped my mind. The basic premise of the movie is that Matthew
Modine loses the America's Cup and Jennifer Grey, Matthew Modine makes
a deal with Jennifer Grey's new lover, Matthew Modine wins back both the
America's Cup and Jennifer Grey. That about sums it up. But really, the racing
scenes were great, and if you like sailing, this movie compares to the flight
sequences in Top Gun.l guess I had a little trouble getting really excited about
what was happening, even though it looked really cool, because I knew what
was going to happen next. Plain and simple, this was a predictable movie.
Well, that's all from me, Dana is next, maybe she has something a bit
more positive to say, and then again maybe not. Oh yes, for a rating, I give it
ohebox of popcorn. Somehow this rating has managed to slip over the past few
days. I think my bias against Jennifer Grey is showing, I just can't get over that
Dirty Dancing thing. I kept thinking Patrick Swayze was going to show up and
start dancing. Maybe that's why my appetite has been so bad.

DANA:
Sorry tosayit,butIagreewifhChris. Well, not totally. I personally hated
' Bright Lights, Big City and The Pick Up Artist. But that's irrelevant. Wind had

the potential to be a great movie, but failed miserably. The film is the textbook
Hollywood story of the underdog giving it all he's got to beat his powerful
opponent. I've seen ittoomany times before. The story was just as predictable
as Days of Thunder, Major League, and even Dirty Dancing, though not nearly as

entertaining.
I was flat-out bored for the first hour of the movie, and kept elbowing
Chris to see if he was as bored as I was. I was waiting for the plot to get
underway, which I must say never happened. Modine and Grey had a
somewhat believable romantic relationship, complete with deciding whose
life-long dream they were going to follow, as well as racing a really neat boat
together. I must say that things seemed to work best when they followed both
of their dreams together, and their individual, yet strange love of "wind". But
what troubled me most was their dialogue, as well as the dialogue of the rest
of the characters, for fhatmatter. Ifeltlike they were speaking on a higher plain,
as if everything they said was meant to reveal some deep symbolic truth about
sailing or the significance of wind.
, I do have something good to say about this movie, and you guessed it,
it was that intense America's Cup race. I didn't need to know anything about
sailing to think that the race sequences were action-packed and suspenseful
The cinematography was also incredible. The camera angles were all artistically executed, and the scenery of Newport and the desert lent itself to these
type of shots,
In my opinion, it only deserved one and a half popcorn boxes. I
recommend this film to anyone who wants to see some really amazing sailing
But if you want an unpredictable story, stay out of Wind's path, because it
doesn't bring you anywhere you haven't been before.

"Messy Bessy" for Louie Jordan, a musi- ens the spiritual nature," lie said, "We
cian who was important in the develop- who associate ourselves with anything
ment of what was then called rhythm rhythmic or musical are taming people."
and blues, and which laler developed His favorite song out of everything he's
into rock and roll. Mr. Hendricks was sungis "Lament" by J.J.Johnson. "It says
introduced by Ms. Dworin as "a wonder- what I feel about life." Mr. Hendricks
ful and important figure in jazz history." had this to say about jazz music: "Jazz is
Mr. Hendricks, who is from To- an intelligent people's musk'. This is
ledo, has been singing since the age of why it's never as popular as other types
of music...It's n
seven. At age fourvery eclectic art
teen, hemethis idol,
form. It's for those
Louie Armstrong.
whose hciirl sings
SaidMr.Hendricks,
to Ihe music,"
"I had a very excitTo date, Mr.
ing life."
11
end
ricks' most
Originally,
successful release
Mr. Hendricks beis the Manhattan
came famous with
I ransfer album
the group Lambert,
Vocoli'sc, which
Hendricks, and
won
live
Ross. He first be(irammys,
Ilealso
gan doing vocalese
wonaCrammyfor
when he heard a
his performance
song by King Pleaonlhisalbum. Mr.
sure, which, acilendriekssaid/'H
cording to Mr.
f,ave me more
Hendricks, "moved
tailh in the work I
the spirit right out
d o w r y day." He
of my body,"
also won the
Inl956hedid
1 nitny, Iris, and
an album of John Hendricks speaks of his long BOM
PIHO
Peabody awards
and
distinguished
career
and
lyricized versions
for "Somewhere
of great jazz unique personal musical style. Mr.
To Lay My Weary
i n s t r u m e n t a l s , Hendricks has worked with such
Head/'hisoriginal
which was unheard groups as Manhattcn Transfer.
television docuof at the time. Mr.
Hendricks explained that one advantage mentary. He also starred in and narof vocalese is that one has a lot more time rated it, Mr. Hendricks has also been
to sing, because you are singing the solo voted Number One Jazz Singer in the
as well as the main body of the song. Mr. World by Melody Maker for the past two
Hendricks stated, "you have a mini-op- years.
eratic production."
Mr, Hendricks ended his talk by
It is evident that Mr. Hendricks singing a blues song, accompanied by a
has a deep love of music. "Music height- pianist from the audience.

WORKSHOP FOR
TRINITY STUDENTS
Research Papers:
The First Step
If you get butterflies thinking about research
papers due at the end of the semester, this
workshop is for you. We will discuss strategies for choosing, exploring, and focusing on a
particular topic-the first steps in the research/
writing process. We will also investigate ways
in which the library's new technology can help
with this process.
This workshop is open to all Trinity students,
but space is limited. To register, call Elestine
Nicholson at 297-2461.
Conducted by Cynthia Butos & Linda
McKinney.
. Library, Walton Room, Thursday, Sept. 24,
1992.
4:30-5:45pm
SPONSORED BY THE WRITING CENTER

ARTS
Dworin Group Explores Womenfs
Issues Through Dance and Theater
September 22, 1992 • THE TRINITY TRIPOD

tions of the dark or possibly of the audience. The work progresses with the lights
turning a more gentle, dusk-like blue
Friday night, the doors to Austin and ladders appear from above. After a
Arts Center opened inviting in curious slow ascent and descent on the ladders,
members of both the Trinity and the the women appear much more fluid and
Hartford community to experience an sure of their movements. The question
evening of dance/theater work by of graceful movement is never an issue
Trinity's own Judy Dworin. The Judy for this particular piece. It is instead a
Dworin Performance Ensemble began question of strength, elongation, and
the Center Artists Series with Her Past dynamics of group movement.
and Future Lives - a collection of works
Just when you think you have witexploring the voices of women.
nessed abstract dance, Dworin herself
Dworin presents issues openly performs a piece called TUB. The stage is
through the expression of the body. The completely black with the exception of a
Ensemble consists of two men, five bright, golden light emanating from an
women including Dworin, and three old-fashioned bath tub. Dworin, dressed
young women making their debut. The in a long, white gown paces around the
unique combination of dance, music, tub while a whispering voice explores
vocals, lighting, and photographic im- the idea of sexual dominance, contradicages creates a sense of the power Dworin tion, and escape. It is a bizarre and
is hoping to find in the voice of women. difficult display, yet it manages to stir
Her works are intensely personal, and feelings of both confusion and compasher presence, even when she is notphysi- sion. In this particular piece, the vocals
cally on stage, is always felt.
are alarming and establish feelings of
The first two works have been pre- mistrust between the visual and the auviously performed. ECHO CHAMBERS dio senses.
from 1987 is inspired by Adrienne Rich's
Intermission was spent at a crepoem "Diving into the Wreck." The ative "Coney Island" setting, meant to
women appear out of the darkness ac- both amuse and prepare the audience for
companied by an electric cello and syn- Dworin's premiere work, BESSIE. This
thesized piano and voice interludes. The piece is centered around Bessie A. Evans,
dancers appear frightened, asking ques- Dworin's grandmother born at the turn
BY AMANDA KAUFF
Arts Writer
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Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble is innovative in its display
of multi-media creativity.
of the century (1-1-01 to be exact!) Dworin
sits comfortably on the side of the stage
surrounded by her grandmother's possessions. Meanwhile, the dance ensemble
acts out Bessie's life on Coney Island.
One can't help but think of thier own
grandmother and look at Dworin in a
new light as she shares the intimate family history of a woman who evolves
through the stages of life only to find
herself alone in the end.
The work opens with the sound of
crashing waves on Coney Island beach

MTH p 10

"

and the feeling of waves remains throughout the piece. Finally, feeling washed
over by sentimental memories, Dworin
closes.
The Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble is an innovative display of
multi-media creativity. The exploration
of intimate details and emotions through
movement of the human body is exciting
and forthright. Aided by original music
and inventive light production, Her Past
and Future Lives is an outstanding and
well-received success for Judy Dworin.

"Outstanding dub Band" Brings Boston Sound

Heavy Metal Horns To Play At Municipal Cafe
peter Garrett Savluk, keyboardist John
This is a band that does much more
Mathews, and guitarist Peter Calo.
than simply cover songs, however. They
This band, which can be heard on reinterpret them in a way that is original
Heavy Metal Horns, a band that their new self-titled CD, is intriguing, . As music writer Jay Miller said, HMH
plays almost anything but Heavy Metal, and although not an entirely innovative does a couple of outstanding covers, the
will be performing at the Municipal Cafe (they frequently cover songs), their sound 'first an instrumental co-written by James
on Main street in Downtown Hartford is unique enough to make them worth Brown's maestro, Maceo Parker, entitled
next Friday, September 25. Saxophonist listening to.
"Pepper Pot." This is an invigorating
Henley Douglas and guitarist Thaddeus
So if not a heavy metal band, then conglomeration of world-beat themes
Hogarth lead this 10 piece band, which what kind of music do they play? There presented over an exciting funk foundaalso includes drummer Jim Sturdivant, is no easy answer to this question, but tion. The successive tenor sax-alto saxbassist Penbian Sang, percussionist their sound might be summed up as a trumpet and trombone solos are infused
Hudson Samuels, saxman John mixture of jazz, r&b, Latin, funk, and with an appropriate humor as well.
Vanderpool, trombonist JohnFerry trum- that ever elusive notion of world beat.
The second cover is a remake of the
Steve Winwood and Blind Faith's "Can't
Find My Way Home."
The
LONDON * PARTS • WASHINGTON
reinterpretation
is
an
appropriate
one,
1 INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
although perhaps a little too similar to
BOSTON
the milestone original. The song is beauUNIVERSITY
tifully rendered, however, and one of the
finest musical pieces on the album.
LEARN HOW THE WORLD WORKS
The band hails from Boston, which
Global Internships and
has been said to have a proud history of
Language/Liberal Arts Programs
funked up, horn-driven acts, dating way
back to the 70s with Ellis Hall, who later
sang with Tower of Power. There have
alsobeen many more currently respected
BY JOHN H. GRAZIADEI
Arts Editor

bands, such as Down Time, High Function, Skin (of which D ouglas w as a member), Plate O'Shrimp, and today's Animal Train, Bim Skala Bim (who played at
Trinity not too long ago)> and Universal
Language, led by High Function's Ray
Greene.
Although the album is supposed
to do a good job of capturing the spirit of
their live performances, this is almost
never the case. The show this band puts
on must be a great one then, as Billboard
Magazine recently bestowed upon them
the honor of "Outstanding Club Band."
This is not surprising- one can almost
immediately recognize the quality in this
band that lends their type of music the
need to be seen in its most natural form,
and not just heard on an over produced
album.
Last week they played with the
Authority (another Boston band who
played an Elmo party last year) at the
Wetlands Preserve in New York City.
That would have been a show to see. You
can still see them, though, and probably
shouldn't miss it.

a representative will be on campus:

September 22,1992 3:00-5:00 p.m.
Seabury401

BEIJING • SYDNEY » MOSCOW
Name: ,
Address:.
City/State/Zip:
I'honc:(

Fall

•

)

..University:

Spring D

Summer Programs
Language Programs
Internship Programi
• London
Osrenobte
Dlondon
D Madrid
D Oxford
QParis
• Padova
• Haifa
DMosoow
• Paris
• Madrid
Dsydney
• Sydney
• Padova
Owashington. DC
•
Moscow
• Oxford
•Beijing
• Beijing
• Niamey
return to:
•Washlnaton, DC
Boston University, Division of International Programi
232 Bay State Road, Box Q, Bo»ton, MA 0221S or call <»17) 553-9888

*

Cast members from Julius Caesar Set In Africa, which will be
presented in the Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts Center this
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
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Whew; To
Stay
Hidetae
empty bottles and
cans, kids, the parents
right, Parents
Weekendfecoming
up, and it won't be too
long before Mom and
Dad ane invading your
very own personal
space To insure they
don't havetoactually
slay wife you, Metrio/
area'sfinestlodging
areas. And tell your
paints hifromus.

Going To The Max

Hartford Scenes

Ambiance Makes Max on Main
BY ALEXANDRA CAMPBELL
Metro-Hartford Restaurant Critic

Hartford certainly has its share of good restaurants, but
one restaurant that stands above the rest is Max on Main.
Max on Main is indeed a city bistro. The glass brick, the
large windows that face Main Street, and the tasteful decor all
contribute to the "bistro" setting. Pleasing background music
dulled by lively conversation create the perfect atmosphere in
which a leisurely dinner may be'enjoyed. The ambiance is very well
suited to the type of food served.
Shortly after my dinner companion, Jay Akasie, and I
were seated, the waiter arrived with a carafe of water and a small
bowl of mixed Italian olives. These olives did not have a harsh salty
flavor. Rather, they had a mild delicious flavor reminiscent of extra
virgin olive oil. The green olives seemed to have been marinated
with some sort of herb which enhanced their delicious taste. While
enjoying the olives, Jay and I consulted the menu.
The menu is selective without being limiting and includes
choices of pasta, seafoodj pork, chicken, lamb, and duck. The
appetizer selection included a raw bar, salads, and escargot. I had
difficulty deciding what to order because everything sounded
wonderful.
As an appetizer Jay selected the escargot. The dish was a A not-so-subliminal message shines from the ctectioiuv,
fricassee of snails with tomato, basil, capers, gorgonzola and was billboard beside the Civic Center. For a schedule of Civic
Center events, please see page 19.
turn to page 19
CMo by feMDM r«l|tnlrr
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Whafs Going On At The Civic Center
The Civic Center here in Hartford offers
many thrilling events and is only a $5.00 cab fare
from Trinity. Major concerts often come here, and
there's always a Hartford Whalers game to go to.
In their bulletin, the Civic Center staff tells us
helpfully and enthusiatically that "for ticket information, call the Box Office at (203) 727-8010. To
charge tickets, call 525-4500, or 624-0033. Discounted
Whalers vs. Vancouver
College Fair
Whalers vs. Buffalo
Whalers vs. Pittsburgh
Elton John Concert
Whalers vs. Montreal
Whalers vs. Buffalo
Whalers vs. Ottawa
1992 Tip A Whaler Dinner
Whalers vs. Pittsburgh
Toys For Adults Show
(Auction)
Royal Lipizzaner Stallions
WWF Wrestling
Sesame Street Live presents
"Sleeping Birdie"

. Sept. 24
Sept. 27
Sept. 27
Sept. 29
Oct. 1
Oct. 6
Oct. 10
Oct. 14
Oct. 15
Oct. 17
Oct. 17-18
Oct. 18
Oct. 19
Oct. 22-25

New England Ski, Travel,
Sports & Fitness Expo

Oct. 23-25

Whalers vs. New Jersey
Boston Celtics vs. Phoenix
Whalers vs. Los Angeles
Whalers vs. Quebec
Northeast Home and Leisure
Expo

Oct. 28
Oct. 30
Oct. 31
Nov. 3
Nov. 5-8

ticket prices are available for groups of 25 or more
on selected shows. For Group Sales Information,
call 249-6333, ext. 4231 or 4548."
However, don't set these dates in stone. In
a cautionary note, the Civic Center Staff warns us
sternly that "Events, times, dates and ticket prices
are subject to change without notice." Hope we see
you there....

7:35pm
TBA
7:05pm
7:35pm
8:00pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
TBA
•7:35pm

$32, $27, $25, $17
TBA
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32,$27, $25, $17
$28.50
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32, $27, $25, $17
TBA
$32, $27, $25, $17
Sat: 11:00am-10:00pm $6.00 Adults
Sun: ll:00am-6:00pm $3.00 Children 12 and Under
TBA
TBA
7:30pm
$15.00, $12.00, $9.00
Thurs: 7:00pm
$12.50, $11.00, $9.00
Fri: 10:30am; 7:00pm
$3.00 off Opening Night
Sat: 10:00am;l:30pm
$2.00 off groups of 20
Sun: 1:00pm; 4:30pm
$1.50 off children 2-12
Fri: 5:00pm-10:00pm
$6.00
Sat: 12:00pm-10:00pm
Sun: 12:00pm-10:00pm
7:35pm
$32, $27, $25, $17
7:30pm
$45, $40, $27, $15
7:35pm
$32, $27, $25, $17
7:35pm
$32, $27, $25, $17

UConn vs. French Nationals*
Whalers vs. St. Louis
WRDC Legends of Rock'n
Roll: Frankie Valle&The Four
Seasons; Freddy Cannon; Gary
U.S. Bonds; The Contours
CT. International Auto Show
Boston Celtics vs. Atlanta
Whalers vs. Montreal
Jeff Schenker' s Baseball Card
& Comic Book Promotion
Whalers vs. Boston
Christmas Crafts Expo I

Nov. 17
Nov. 18
Nov. 20

Thurs: 5:00pm-9:30pm
Fri: 3:00pm-9:30pm
Sat: 10:00am-9:30pm
Sun: 10:00am-6:00pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
Sat: 10:00am-9:30pm
Sun: 10:00am-6:00pm
8:00pm
7:35pm
7:30pm

Nov. 20-22
Nov. 23
Nov. 25
Nov. 27-29

TBA
7:30pm
7:35pm
TBA

TBA
$45, $40, $27, $15
$32, $27, $25, $17
TBA

Nov. 28
Dec. 4-6

Symphony on Ice
Perry Como Christmas Show
Whalers vs. Ottowa
UConn vs. Yale
Christmas Crafts Expo II

Dec. 5
Dec. 6
Dec. 9
Dec. 10
Dec. 11-13

Whalers vs. Buffalo
Whalers vs. Washington
Don Hurley Classic
Whalers vs. N.Y. Rangers
UConn vs. Fairfield
Whalers vs. Tampa Bay
Whalers vs. Boston
Whalers vs, Quebec

Dec. 12
Dec. 16
Dec. 18
Dec. 19
Dec. 22
Dec. 23
Dec. 26
Dec. 31

7:35pm
Fri: 12:00pm-9:00pm
Sat: 10:00am-9:00pm
Sun: 10:00am-5:00pm
TBA
TBA
7:35pm
8:00pm
Fri: 12:00pnv9:00pm
Sat: 10:00am-9:00pm
Sun. 10:00am-5:00pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
8:00pm
7:35pm
7:35pm
7:35pm

$32, $27, $25, $17
$5.00 Adults
$4.00 Senior Citizens
14 & Under FREE
TBA
TBA
$32, $27, $25, $17
$17
$5.00 Adults
$4.00 Senior Citizens
14 & Under FREE
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32, $27, $25,$17
TBA
$32, $27, $25, $17
$17
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32, $27, $25,$17
$32, $27, $25, $17

Whalers vs. Washington
Whalers vs. Calgary
Whalers vs. Detroit
Pet Expo

Nov. 7
Nov. 11
Nov. 14
' N o v . 14-15

$5.00 Adults
$4.00 Senior Citizens
12 and Under FREE
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32, $27, $25, $17
$32, $27, $25, $17
TBA
$17
$32, $27, $25, $17
$15, $13
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Some More On
Max On Main
continuedfrom page IS

served over a polenta crostini. Polenta,
a traditional staple of the Northern Alpine region of Italy, is a meal made from
white and yellow corn that is boiled in
salted water. It can be used as a first
course, a main course, or a dessert. For
the escargot, it was grilled so that it became a crostini. Jay remarked that the
polenta was apleasant change from white
toast which is more often used with escargot.
I chose crab and salmon cakes as a
first course and I must say«they were
superb. The cakes were each placed atop
a small pool of roasted red pepper relish
and were completed by Max on Main's
version of slaw. The cakes themselves
were light and fluffy and both the flavors
of salmon and crab were equally distinguishable. The roasted red pepper relish
was a pleasant accompaniment to the
seafood. Both appetizers set the stage for
the rest of the meal.
For an entree Jay selected one of
the specials: oak grilled sword fish with
a fresh tomato vinaigrette served with
saffron rice. It was truly outstanding.
The thick cut of sword fish was cooked to
perfection and the subtle flavor of the
oak grilling complimented the fish.
My entree was also exceptional. I
selected one of the pasta dishes: linguine
with shrimp, sun dried tomatoes, pesto,
calamata olives, toasted pine nuts, and
parmesean. There was an abundance of
shrimp and they blended marvelously
with the garlic flavor of the pesto and the
salty flavors of the sun dried tomatoes
and olives.
To complete the meal, Jay and I
decided we would share a dessert. The
dessert menu contains only half a dozen

The waiter was pleasing
and attentive. Adequate
time was given inbetween
each course so that
we...were able to relax and
enjoy the incredible food.
well selected choices. Cremebrulee,key
lime pie, tira mi sii, and strawberry rhubarb "to die for" pie were some of the
selections. Upon reading that Max on
Main offers a chocolate amaretto cheese
cake served with creme Anglaise, the
choice was obvious. This cheese cake
was orgasmic. It had a smooth velvety
texture and the almond flavor was a
perfect compliment to the chocolate. Jay
indulged in a cup of espresso which he
described as "delicious."
The service only enhanced our dining experience. The Waiter was pleasant
and attentive. Adequate time was given
between each course so that we did not
feel in the least bit rushed and we were
able to relax and enjoy the incredible
food.
A dinner for two starts around
$30.00 and canbecome increasingly more
expensive depending on what you order. With Parents' Weekend approaching quickly, I would like to suggest that
you consider Max on Main.
Max on Main is located at 205
Main Street in Hartford. Conveniently
located behind the restaurant is a public
parking lot.
Lunch is served Monday
throughFridayfromll:30a.m. until2:30
p.m. Dinner is served from 5:00 p.m.
until 10:00 p.m. with late supper served
until 11:00 Monday through Thursday.
Friday and Saturday evenings dinner is
served from 5:00 p.m until 11:00 p.m.
with late supper served until midnight
Reservations are strongly suggested.
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Students Studying Abroad
Alday, Adrian V. '94
Altschuler, Ashley R. '94
Argueta, Erick '94
Aronian, John Martin '94
Arrigoni, Russell '93
Bonaca, Christina '94
Braver, Margaret E. '94
Bressi, Dominique '94
Cahill, Suzanne '94
Charles, Peter F.'94
Coffey, Marion J.'94
Cope, Stephanie
Corderman, Thomas '94
Cuomo, Peter '93
Drink water, Matthew '94
Edwards, Jonathan '94
Epstein, Matthew '93
Falbo, Michelle '94
Fallis, Scott '93
Flaster, Kimberly '94
Flynn, Margaret '94
Fuller, Kimberly '93
Garrahy, Amemarie
Ghingher, Amanda '94
Gill, Nancy '93
Godek, Gwenn '94
Gordon, Nicone '94
Gra vino, Kelly'94
Grimstad, Elizabeth '94
Gupta, Vinay '94
Hilgenberg, E, Crady '94
Hudson, Abigail B. '94
Hyman, Marianna '94
Ingersoll, Jennifer B. '94
Kastrud, Mark '94
Kendig, Christopher '94
Kontny, Natascha '94
Kreisel, Adam M. '94
Kung, Tana '94
Kuselias, Jason '94
Kwon, Anne '94
LaMothe, Garrison '94
LaRuffa, Dominic J. '94
Lapins, Alexander G, '94
Lawrence, Rebecca F. '94
Lazarus, William Jay '93
Lendler, Amanda '94
Leonard, Alicia '94
Lundborg, Tanya '94
Lyon, Jeffrey '94
Malik, Samreen '93
Mason, Louisa M. '94
McCampbelL Emily '94
Meyer, A. Carter '94
Michelizza, Lisa '94
Miller, Monique '94
Morea, Christopher E. '94
Novak, Pamela J. '93
O'Brien, Sheila '94
Patten, Bethany W.'94
Patton, Christopher G. '94
Paun, I. Matei '94

f92 TC/RC
f92 PRESHCO/Cordoba
92-93 Butler ISA/New So Wales
£92 TC/RC
f92 Universi ty of Amsterdam
f92 Syracuse in Florence
f92 TC/RC
92-93 Butler ISA/
St. Andrews
f92Hollins in Paris
f92SSEES,
f92 University Coll.
London
f92 TC/RC
£92 Beaver CCEA/
Essex
£92 School for
Field Studies
f92 University of Aberdeen
£92 TC/RC
f92 Tel Aviv University
f92 TC/RC
£92 SIT/Nepal
f92 Syracuse in Florence
92-93 Butler ISA/Galway University
f92 SUNY/Albany in San Jose
£92 SIT/Kenya
92-93 UEA/EAS
f92 CIEE/St. Petersburg
f92 Beaver CCEA/Lancaster
£92 PRESHCO/Cordoba
92-93 Beaver
CCEA/Galway
£92 Syracuse in Florence
92-93 McGill University
92-93 BESG in Cambridge
92-93 Butler ISA/Galway
£92 Syracuse in Florence
92-93 Amer.Col. Con./USSR
£92 Beaver CCEA/Vienna
£92 Butler ISA/Queensland
Butler ISA/Sterling
f92 Syracuse in Florence
£92 TC/RC
£92 Butler ISA/INSTEP/London
£92 Syracuse in Madrid
£92 Butler ISA/QMW ColJLondon
92-93 Beaver CCEA/Univ. Coll. London
92-93 IAS/Sophia
£92 School for Field Studies
Baja California
£92 Florida State in Florence
£92 DIS/Copenhagen
92-93 University of Bristol
£92 Butler ISA/Macquarie
f92 TC/RC
£92 PRESHCO/Cordoba
92-93 Hebrew University
f92 PRESHCO/Cordoba
£92 SIT/ Thailand
£92 IAS/ Nagoya
£92 Beaver CCEA/Oxford
£92 TC/RC
£92 SIT/Nepal/School for International
Training/Tibetan Studies
£92 Hollins in Paris
£92 TC/RC
£92 TC/RC
f92 IES/EEC

Peterson, Katherine '94
Pitman, Amanda '94
Prendergast, John F. '94
Pryor, Margaret Fair '94
Rau, Theodore J. '94
Ray, Nicole '94
Reagan, Jennifer '94
Saperston, W. Scott '94
Sargisson, William '94
Seung, Robert B.
Smalley, Martha D. '94
Socha, Thomas '94
Stempien, Robert V. '93
Stewart, Bonnie J.'94
Strickland, Joy '94
Talbot, James Scott'94
Titus, Sara Hutchings '94
Troy, Jr., Nathaniel R. '95
Turner, Tracey Ann '94
Tyler, Mary Todhunler '94
Valdes, Carmen A.
Walker, V, Roberts.'94
Wigmore, Mary '94
Wilson, A. Duffy'94
Wittig, Robert V. '94
Wong, Jean Marie '94
Woods, Amanda W. '94

£92 Syracuse in Florence
f92 Syracuse in Florence
£92 IES/EEC
192 TC/RC
f92 Syracuse in Florence
92-93 Butler ISA/ Sydney
£92 Hebrew University
£92 Beaver/Vienna
£92 Beaver CCEA/ Essex
92-93 Yonsei University
£92 Beaver CCRA/Vienna
£92 Beaver CCEA/LSI7. Single
£92 TC/RC
92-93 Univ. of F.din. or Si. And
£92 Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
£92 Butler ISA/QMW Col London
£92 TC/RC
92-93 Amer. Col.

£92 Beaver CCEA/Calwny
(92 Beaver CCHA/UHA/HAS
£92 Syracuse in Florence
£92 Beaver CCIiA/Vienna
f'92 SIT/Thailand
192 School for Field Studies
Baja California
£92 Beaver CCRA/Vienna
f92 SUNY/Albany in S.m jose
£92 DIS/Copenhagen

Students Away- Domestic
Aneiro, Michael '94
Brooks, Mary Ann '93
Butler, Benjamin '94
Cutting, Edward B. '93
Duskin, Christopher J. '94
Frumkes, Timothy 13. '93
Gtin.der.son, Laura '94
Harrington, Kelli '94
Kerin, Melis.sa '94
Marshall, Schuyler'94
McGinn, Justin W. '95
' McWane, Katherine R. '94
Pabich, Diana Lynn '94
Phillips, Marleigh '94
Rafaniello, Keith '93
Reich, Trude '94
Schelter, Graham C. '94
Shapiro, Alexander H. '93
Smith, Julie'94
Sweeney, Nancy J. '93
Van Hook, Andrew '93
Vassallo, Debra '94

92-93 l2O-/Wesleynn
£92L;iMama
M2 Williams/Mystic
f92 American U./Inlernat'l I Vv.
192 University of South Carolina
W2 NYU or Columbia University
£92 Northwestern University
192 LaMama
£921.aMama

f')2I.;iManw
l'lJ2 •12(.:i'/C.:onnwiii:ut Collejv
£92 Nat'l Thenl Cen/Waterford
92-93 Tufts Univ
92-'» University of Utah
£92 St. Joseph College, W.H.
f92 University of Colorado
f92 Williams/Mystic
f92 LaMamn
f92 American U/Ecnnl'ol
£92 Nat'l Theat Cen/Wnlerford
f92 American U/Inlemat'l Bus
£92 University pf Colorado

For more information on how
to contact your friends and
aquaintances not studying
f
neath the elms, call or write the
Office of Educational Services
today!

JOB OPPORTUNITY
The Knox Parks Foundation is seeking two VISTA volunteers to assist in
developing and expanding community gardens in Hartford.
For more information contact: Marguerite Alpert at (203) 523-4276.
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tanvflle, Avenges Loss To Elms
Davison, Cragin Sparkle On Saturday; Graves Earns Another Shutout
BY TIM RICHMAN

_

Barkman '96, who assisted on a goal in
Thursday's win over Elms, was called on
Perhaps this quote by an unidenti- byHeadCoachRobinSheppardandfilled
fied Manhattanville fan at the end of the in admirably.
day best exemplifies Saturday's game:
Trinity also squandered numerous
"We held them to under ten goals. Upset goal scoring chances in the early going,
of the year! I figured this was going to be and it looked as though they might not
a 20-0 rout." Though it was still a rout score again. But Lindsey Davison '94,
and no team can be expected to so thor- who finished the day with four goals,
oughly dominate a team to win by a 20- shot one past Washburn at the seven
0 score, Manhattanville did put up a minute mark, to give Trinity a 2-0 lead.
much better fight than anyone could have anticipated.
Trinity did not put forth its
best effort that day, as some
players were too tenative,
others maybe too confident.
Senior Editor

difficult for the Bantams than anyone
would have guessed.
The second half, however, was a
differentstory. They rolled over an obviously tired visiting team, scoring five
goals and finishing with an 8-3 win. Of
the more notable goals in the second half
was the one by Cragin. Having already
beaten the goaltender and with only a
defender in her way, Cragin executed a
perfect lift into the back of the goal.

Fortunately for the
Trinity Field Hockey team
this past Saturday, all that
matters is that the team that
scores more goals wins.
Playing
host
to
Manhattanville, a team that
Trinity decimated by an 8-0
score a year go, the Bantams
walked away with an ugly
but decisive 8-3 victory.
The game started
with all the earmarks of a
rout. 22 seconds into the
game, on a beautiful centering pass from Grace Cragin
'93, Ashley Farrar '93 poked
one past Manhattanville
goalie Abby Washbum,
who was in for a very busy
afternoon. It looked like it Lindsay Davison '94 reaches for the ball in Saturday's 8-3 victory over Manhattanville at Trinity.
With fourteen minutes left in the Sophomore Beth Fenwick also made a
was going to be a long day for the visitors. Trinity, which usually controls the half, Manhattanville put their first points nice individual effort to register on the
ball in their scoring end, was facing a on the board against Trinity in over two Scoreboard. Stealing a pass from a
vastly undermanned squad, as years. After swarming the net and con- Manhattanville player, Fenwick drove
Manhattanville traveled to Hartford with trolling the ball for about twenty seconds past a couple of Manhattanville defendonly eleven players, exactly enough to inside the circle, Maggie Flanagan poked . ers, faked out Washburn and pushed the
fieldateam. Butforthenextfiveminutes one past Graves, cutting Trinity's lead to ball home. The last goal of the game was
of the game, the cagey visitors pressured one. More unused scoring opportunities scored by Davison, on another beautiful
Trinity and senior goaltender Ashley for Trinity highlighted the next six min- centering from Cragin, who played an
Graves, who registered five saves on the utes until Davison scored her second outstanding game on Saturday. Davison
took Cragin's pass and just deflected it
day. Though they did not score then, goal of the game, off a short corner.
they showed everyone that they weren't
With less than two minutes left in into the top of the goal, an unstoppable
going to roll over and die.
the half, Manhattanville's Mary shot.
Manhattanville's third goal perThree and-a-half minutes in the Emborsky also scored off of a short corgame, junior center-back Ali Friedman ner, and the teams went into halfrime haps exemplified their play on Saturday.
was injured and had to be helped off the with Trinity ahead 3-2. Certainly this In a game tha t waS no longer in question,
field, unable to walk off onher own. Mali game was shaping up to be much more Manhattanville's players, by now ex-

tremely fatigued, showed an incredible
amount of heart. Getting the ball down
in their defensive zone, a Manhattanville
player carried the ball the length of the
field, weaving through Trinity and
Manhattanville players alike, and then
dumped the ball off to Barbara Perez,
who shot one through to cut Trinity's
lead to three, 6-3.
For the day, Davison ended up
with four goals, Cragin had a goal and
three assists, Farrar had a
goal and an assist, senior
co-captain Lexi Rice had
two assists, and junior cocaptain Braxton Jones,
along with Fenwick, tallied
one goal.
Though Saturday's
game was not their best effort, hopefully the team will
learn from it. Trinity had
so much more talent, not to
mention bodies, than
Manhattanville, they could
afford to play a game like
this against a squad like
Manhattanville's. Butinthe
future, Trinity may not be
able to score eightgoals in a
game and the lapses that
allowed
a
vastly
overmatched
visiting
squad to score, three goals
may come to hurt the Bantams.
Last Thursday, TrinU N KADLEC
ity opened its season by
traveling to Elms College to face one of
the two teams it lost to last year. This
year was a different story as Trinity
crushed Elms 6-0, with goalie Graves
having to register only two saves on the
day, while the goalie for Elms stopped
34. Davison, Farxar, Rice and Monica
Iacono '95 all scored one goal, while Jones
hit the back of the net twice. Rice and
Jones also registered an assist, as did
Barkman and Cragin, twice.
Thursday afternoon Trinity gets
another chance on the home field as they
play host Mt. Holyoke, with the game
starring at 4:00. Saturday at 11:00 they
host Bates College in a Parents' Weekend
battle.

Women's Soccer Beats Manhattanville/ lies'AmheEst
BY MARK GRUBA
Sports Editor

Lea Wedge '95 clears a ball in Saturday's 0-0 tie against Amherst.

BEN KADLEC

The Women's Soccer team began
their season with a 7-0 victory over
Manhattanville last Thursday and 0-0
overtime tie against Amherst on Saturday.
The tie against Amherst was a defensive struggle highlighted by the play
of freshman keeper Susan Lally, who
recorded 23 saves, many of them spectacular game-savers. In front of her Tricaptain Lea Macaro '93 was a wall as
usual, dominating the defensive zone
with the help of ouside backs Kristen
Diesel '94 and Lea Wedge '95. Bisa Player
'93 and Wendy Radgowski '95 helped
preserve the shutout as well.
Offensively, the Lady Bants found
the Amherst defense difficult to attack.
The midfield of Tri-captain Denise
Tsiumis '93, Margot Moses '95, and Sarah
Menoyo '95 had their hands full for the
entire 120 minutes of play. When Trinity
was able to send the ball forward, often
the transition came so quickly that the
forwards were hopelessly outnumbered.
Tri-captain Julie Edlund '93, Julie Roy
'93, Janet York '94, and Jennifer Rogers
'96 were frustrated by Amherst's defense all game.
This was not the case two days
earlier when the Lady Bants walked all

over Manhattanville. Seven players
broke into the scoring column, including
Tsiumis, Edlund, Roy, Moses, and
Heather Shaw '95. Recording their first
collegiate goals were freshman Christine
Kelly and Maureen Concannon. Assists
were compiled by Rogers (2), Tsiumis,
Player, York, Wedge, and Lissa Smith
'95.
On defense, minus Macaro, Wedge
swept capably. In the net Lally and
Allison Bolk '93 combined for the shutout. Despite the easy nature of the contest, Tsiumis remarked that the team still
played a good game. With a 4-0 lead at
half time, the team tried to use the second
half to prepare for Amherst.
With only one day of rest between
games, Trinity was pushed to their physical limit against Amherst. It is remarkable that they were able to play so
agressively, particularly towards the end
of the overtime period.
After an exhausting weekend, the
Lady Bants have had a couple of days to
get ready for rival Conn. College, whom
they play tomorrow at 3:30 at Trinity.
They also will play at home on Saturday
against Bates at 11:00. Special effort will
be made to improve the transitions from
back to front, with an emphasis on short
passes. In this way Trinity hopes to
ignite their offense, getting players forward and into scoring positions.
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Haiding, Pike Lead Cross Country
Several Runners ImproveTimes AtAmhcrst
BY BRIAN SATTER
Sports Writer
Hey sports fans. I don't know about you, but I can remember watching th
1981 Orange Bowl between Oklahoma and Florida State like it was yesterday. I was
only ten at the time, but I remember.
My family was visiting my cousins in Minnesota for Christmas. Naturally,
when New Year's rolled around the Bowl Games took over the television and
football fans of all ages praised the new year. In terms of the game, you may recall
Florida State opened up an early lead. I remember being amazed at the ease with
which they moved the ball on Oklahoma. It was pretty clear to me, at least I had
that feeling, that Florida State was going to win the game (and after only one
quarter of play.'). Equipped with this sure knowledge, I did what any reasonable
person in my shoes would have done, I tried to find a sucker and make some quick
bucks.
My Uncle Gene obliged me, but only after I assured him that this was a fair
bet, We agreed on a two dollar bet and I rejoiced. It didn't matter that I did not have
any money on me because this was a sure thing. All I had to do was collect. I
returned to my place in front of the television to enjoy the moment. A funny thing
happened as I watched the game, however* Florida State's once indomitable
offense began to look human, and their 14-point lead had been whittled down to
seven following an Oklahoma score. Still it was 17-10 in favor of Florida State in
the fourth quarter.
With time running out and me inching (nervously now) closer to paydirt,
Florida State was forced to punt. J.C. Watts, the Oklahoma quarterback (who
would later become revered in the Canadian Province of Ottawa through his
exploits with the CFL's Rough Riders), led a miracle drive down the field in the
closing moments of the game. My stomach turned as the impossible unfolded
before my eyes. With only seconds remaining, Watts completed a touchdown pass
to make the score 17-16. Shocked, I was somewhat relieved by the revelation that
in the event of a tie neither party would be forced to pay as our bet was a winner
take all wager.
Then Oklahoma did something I never considered - they went for two.
"Watts, you suck I screamed," repeatedly, as if I could effect the outcome of this final
play. Well, as the history books will tell you, Watts found an open receiver in the
end zone for the conversion, and an 18-17 Oklahoma victory. I was momentarily
crushed, then I panicked. Gene would want his money. What could I do? I had
no choice but to attempt a loan from the Bank of Dad. Suffice it to say my debt was
paid off, but in the process I was given a lecture on the evils of betting. Fortunately,
at ten I learned my lesson.
For millions of others it's a lesson yet to be learned. Betting, although it's a
losing proposition, is a disease that has alarming popularity. Consider, in Las
Vegas last Monday night millions of dollars exchanged hands simply because
Cleveland'sMattStover missed an extra point. l'msorry,but thatis sick. Honestly,
it amazes me the number of people who bet with regularity. At best it is $Weak
even proposition. For the majority, it is a losing one - especially for those
knuckleheads who think they can look as two teams stats and pick a winner, or the
poor fool who "just has that feeling". Bookies have a phrase for these types - easy
money.
Thesadthingisitreallyisadisease. People getaddicted to sports bettingand
can't stop. They bet with money they don't have, like I did when I was ten, but lose
with far heavier consequences. They let it become so crucial to their lives that they
can't even enjoy the game they've bet on. Sports is no longer a passtime for them,
but a business.
Betting is especially popular now, during football Season. There are all sorts
of pools floating around campus here at Trinity, and in office buildings and law
firms across the nation. For the most part these are harmless, and I don't mean to
imply that the participants of such are all addicted gamblers. Heck, I've even been
involved in a few myself. For reasonable money, they can actually be quite fun. It's
only when the money becomes unreasonable, and the bets spread from, say
football, to baseball, then basketball, then hockey, then boxing, then whatever you
can find to bet on, that problems develop.
One would think that in today's recessionary society people would be less
inclined to throw their money around.. But I guess that's the point. It's the lure of
easy money and the opportunity to make a quick buck that keeps them coming
back. All you have to do is win once and you feel like you can win every time. "I've
got a good feeling" you tell yourself, or, "it's a sure thing, I know it." Every time
I hear those words I think of J.C. Watts and I smile,

Men's Soccer Gains 3-2 Victory
;. .•:•'.
continued from page 21
.
J
who proceeded to delievef the shot of his life into the back of the Bantam net. Both
sides had their chances to take the lead, and sophomore keeper Josh Borus was
called upon to make several tough saves.
Attheendofregulationplay,CoachMightendecidedtoinjectsomespeed
into the lineup and inserted Matt Warner '95 into the midfield, and Peter Marchese
'93 and Sean McElligott '96 up front. The tactic paid off as the scrappy Marchese
forced a turnover by tlie Coast Guard defenders at midfeild and sent a through ball
for McElligott. Showing great speed and determination, the freshmen beat the
Coast Guard defenders before slipping the ball past the sprawling netminder The
Bantam defense, led by Brian Ting '96, Tim Chisholm '95, Stan Stolarz '94, Armin
Afsar-Keshrniri '94, and Brian Gendron '95, solidified their control over the Coast
Guard attack and the Bants held on for their first win of the season.
The midfield of Bruno, Damian Fox '95, and Greg Franco J96, played
consistently well throughout and were helped out at crucial times by Chris Piliero
94. AwealthoftalentwasusedupfrontasYate^Cartin^archescMcElliKottand
Tn-captain Mark Gruba '93 posed a constant threat to the Bear's defense The
Bantams received exceptional play from Stolarz and Ting at the back, and inhis first
Varsity start, goalkeeper Josh Borus performed superbly. While the game was
perhaps closer than it should have been, a victory at the Coast Guard Academv
never comes easily, and the team did well to prevent youth and inexperience from
v
playing a decisive factor.
™sweek,theBantswiUShOwcasetheirnewsquadathome,squarmRoff
against perennial power Nichols College tomorrowand M.I.T. on Saturday.

The Trinity Women's Cross Country team literally stumbled their way to
the finish,while the men's team achieved
respectability against Division 1 competition Saturday at the Amhersl Invitational. In the women's race, Co-captain
Debby Gammons '93, who ran second on
the team last week at Vassar, was tripped
up at the start of the race, causing her
shoe to become loose. She attempted to
run through the problem, but couldn't,
and had to stop halfway through the race
to fix it. Meanwhile, Co-captain Carrie
Pike '93 turned in an incredible performance, finishing 2nd in the race, and
pacing the Ban tarn women wi th a time of
20:37 for the 3.1 mile race.
Gammons finished 5th overall, and
second on the team with a respectable
time of 21:04. Merridilh Minerd '96 ran a
strong race as well, finishing 7th overall
at 22:33, while Laura Parnun improved
vastly from last week at 15th with a time
of 25:22. The Bantam women were ineligible to place in the meet, however, as the
team only consisted of four runners. Five
runners must finish a race in order for the
team's score to count. Absent from the
Bantam squad this weekend were Alexis
Colby '95, who led the team to a 1 si place
finish last week, and Daniel Slepian '95.
Amherst won the women's team title.
Pike was solidly in 2nd for the
majority of (he race, and simply could
not keep up with the Amhersl runner
who won by over a minute. Pike, however, ran a terrific race despite the fact
that she had no one close in front to pace
herself.
Gammons, who tried to ignore the
difficulties with her shoe, was running a
distant 10th before she listened to coach
George Suitor, who urged her to slop
and tie her shoe. She caught up quickly,
and finished strong, giving the women
reason to be optimistic for next week,
when, with the return of Colby, they
travel up to Williams for the largest meet
of the year.
On the men's side, Captain Steve

Harding '94 continued let assert himself
as the leading runner on the team, with a
5th place finish in a field that included
the University of Hartford, a division
one school, and division three powers
Amherst and Tufts. Behind I larding, the
men's team finished 4th in back of those
three schools, easily defeating Wheaton
and Filchburg Slate.
Jon Ives '93 turned in another solid
performance after his one year hiatus,
with a time of 29:01 for the !i mile course.
Freshmen Jim Woodworlh, 29:29, and
Elienne Shanon, 29:33, were not far behind, giving Trinity a promising look for
its future. Schuyler Havens '95 improved
almost a full minute over last week, with
a time of 31:39, with up and coming
superstar Bryan Batter '95 right on his
tale at 31:55,
Freshmen Vassily Hltopoulas,
33:24, and Mike Jones, 36:36 showed dramatic improvement, andTom Fennel '94,
despite suffering from shin splints, ran a
respectable 37:4fi. The Trinity men were
nlso hurt by the absence of one of their
top runners. Senior Clordnn Wisbach
was taking the MCAT's Saturday, and
could not be with the team.
In an incredibly last paced race,
where the winning time was a minute
faster than last year, Harding held his
own, and finished with a time that would
have easily won the meet a year ago.
Harding, running with a slight head fold,
hung with the strong I iarlford team, finishing among a group of them, only :39
behind the winner. "! came, I ran, 1 came
in 5th," said the Wisconsin resident, who
was pleased with his performance.
The 8K course provided a challenge for the runners, taking them over
long stretches of muddy terrain. The
footing was unstable in places along the
paths of the wooded Amherst campus as
well. Remarkably, however, every Bantam male runner improved on his time,
from a week ago, a fact that makes them
very optimistic for the weeks to come.
The Trinity men will be fit Williams next
week for the Williams Invitational, where
a field of up to 400 is expected to compete.

Football Controls Colby
The Trinity College Football team again. With 8:55 left in the half, the Bants
recordeda21-7winover the White Mules moved out to a 14-0 lead when Mikulski
of Colby at Tufts University in the team's hilGreg Broderiek'95fora 17-yard touchfinal tune-up before the start of the 1992 down. On the play, Broderick bullied
season. If the scrimmage is any indica- through two defenders on his way to the
tion of how prepared the Bantams are, endzone. Again Rondini added the PAT.
then, "we really have a good chance to go Colby managed their lone score of the
8 -0," according to Co-captain Adam afternoon with six seconds left in the
Laput '93.
half.
Sophomore quarterback Steve
The third quarter was played with
Mikulski made the most of his first var- both offenses being able to run 12 straight
sity start, unofficially completing 8 of 16 plays, starting at their own 35 yard line.
passes for 128 yards and two tou chdowns If a team failed to get a first down at any
through two-plus quarters of action. point in the 12 plays, the offense had to
Mikulski started in place of injured se- startagain at its own 35. On the eleventh
nior Paul Broderick, who is still nursing
play of Trinity's first series, Mikulski hit
a sore ankle.
Shauti Kirby 'W on a quick seven-yard
The first half of the scrimmage was pass over the middle. Kirby broke the
played under normal.game conditions. play open, taking the ball down the right
Trinity took a 7-0 lead on their third sideline for a 46-yard score. Unofficially,
possession with 2:18 left in the first quar- Kirby finished the day with 3 catches for
ter. A 15-yard punt return by senior Jeff 59 yards. With Rondini's PAT the score
Devanney '93, who also had an was 21-7, and that is how it ended.
outsandinggamedefensively, gave TrinThis Saturday the Bantams will
ity a first down at the Colby 25 yard line.
begin the defense of their 1991 NKSCAC
Five plays later John Mullaney '93, who
title verses Bates at home. Trinity will be
unofficially gained 58 yards on 10 carries, scored on a two-yard sweep around heavy favorites against Bates, but don't
the right side. Robert Rondini '95 added expect the Bants to take them lightly. As
tapui says, "l,ast season we looked past
the extra point.
some people. This season we're going to
The defense was impressive as take it one game at a time." Kickoff is at
well, surrendering only four first downs 1:30. Come out and support the Trinity
in the first half. Saul Snowise '93 had a Football team.
big afternoon, contributing to each of
Compiled by Chris Brawn (Sports InTrinity's five sacks on the day. While the formation Director), Brian Wmdumrd, and
defense dominated, the offense struck Tom Elm (Tripod Sptwls Writers).
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Mary Birkel '93

Results and Standings next week

Statistics
Women's Soccer
Trinity 7, Manhattanville 0
I Trinity (1-0)
Manhattanville (0-1)

4.
0

3
0

—
—

7
0

Goals: T — Denise Tsiumis, Julie Edlund, Julie Roy,
Margot Moses, Heather Shaw, Christine Kelley,
Maureen Concannon
| Saves: T - Allison Bolk and Susan Lally, 1 combined

0
0

0
0

season.

This Week In Bantam Sports

Trinity 0, Amherst 0
| Trinity (1-0-1)
Amherst (1-0-1)

The Athlete of the Week is Mary Birkel '93,1
I Captain of the Women's Volleyball team. Birkel led I
her team to a 15-13,15-12,15-5 drubbing of Clark
University last Saturday in Oosting Gymnasium. [
The victory was the Bantams first on their new
home court. Birkel, who is the only senior on the!
volleyball team, is relied upon heavily for leader-!
ship and skill in both practice and games. With!
Birkel's guidance the team has a new attitude this!
fall, and so far that has translated into victory.!
Congratulations Mary on being the Athlete of the!
Week, and continued success for the rest of the!

0
0

— 0
—- 0

9/23 -Men's Soccer home against Nichols, 3:30
Women's Soccer home against Conn. College, 3:30
Women's Tennis home against Conn. College, 3:00
Volleyball home against Wesleyan, 7:00

Goals: T —None
Saves: T - Susan Lally, 23
Field Hockey

• 9 / 2 4

Trinity 6, Elms 0
3
0

Trinity (1-0)
Elms (0-1)

3 —
0 —

6
0

Trinity 8, Manhattanville 3
3
2

5 —
1 —
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Field Hockey home against. Mt. Holyoke, 4:00

Goals: T ~ Braxton Jones (2), Lexi Rice, Ashley Farrar,)
Lindsey Davison, Monica Iacono
I Saves: T — Ashley Graves, 3

Trinity (2-0)
Manhattanville (1-4)

;

8
3

Goals: T - Lindsey Davison (4), Ashley Farrar, Grace]
Cragin, Braxton Jones, Beth Fenwick
Saves: T ~ Ashley Graves, 5

9/26

-

Football home against Bates, 1:30
Women's Soccer home against Bates, 11:00
Men's Soccer home against MIT, 11:00
Field Hockey home against Bates, 11:00
Cross Country at Williams Invitational, 12:00
Women's Tennis home against Wellesley, 11:00
Volleyball at Albertus Magnus, 9:00

Please Make An Effort To Show Your Support For

Trinity Athletics

:;•• u .

Men's Soccer

1

College View Specials

Trinity 3, Coast Guard 2
Trinity (1-0)
Coast Guard (1-1)

1 1 1
1 1 0

— 3
— 2

Goals: T - Greg Cartin, Pat Bruno, Sean McElligott
Saves: T - Josh Borus, unavailable

Come to the View for Dinneri
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are only $3 when you
older a meal between 6 p m and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3.50 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p m to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $350 between 9 p.m and closing.

SPORTS

TRIPOD
New Home In Posting Proves Friendly

Volleyball Spikes dark
BY BOB HOWARD
Sports Writer

On Saturday Trinity's Womens
Volleyball team showed the campus
what's new. Firstly, a new home. After
years of exile in Siberia- er Unit D,
Women's Volleyball has finally been relocated to the Oosting Gymnasium. A
new home equals new fans. Now that
the tartan rubber floor, and erector-set
bleachers of Unit D, have been replaced
by a wood floor and wood bleachers, the
Bants are expecting even larger crowds
than Saturday's, which drew remarks
like "I can't believe how many people are
here!", and "this is the largest crowd I've
ever seen at a Trinity Volleyball game!"
from many of the Bantam faithful.
Secondly, a new offense. If the
new home doesn't draw fans to the
matches, the team will. Under the guidance of head coach Stan Ogrodnik, and
assistant Michael Hynds, the team has
moved from a 4-2 offense to a more complex and exciting, 6-2 offense. In the 4-2
offense, the setter is in the front row,
which means that there can be only two
front row hitters. However, with the 6-2
the setter comes from the back row, which
allows for three front row hitters. The 62 gives the setter more options up front,
so it is harder to defend, and should
make the Bants a very exciting team to
•watch this year.
Thirdly, a new attitude. The new
home, combined with the new offense,
has the Bant's more excited than they
have been in years. Team Captain, and
floor leader, Mary Birkel '93, described
the team this way: "There's a real sense
of togetherness. We click well together
on the court, and every practice we seem
to improve. The team attitude is just
fantastic." Of course Birkel could have a
lot to do with the attitude. Between
every point, win or lose, she gives
highfives or words of encouragement to
every teammale on the court.
The Bants rolled over Clark on Saturday. Despite only two days of practice
on the new court, and some opening

game jitters, Trinity had little trouble
posting a 3-0 (15-13,15-12,15-5) victory.
In the first game, the Bant's stormed to a
6-3 lead beliind the serving of setter
Stephanie Mandell '96, a couple of kills
from middle hitter Kali Erwin'94, and a
finesavebyoutsidehitterStephanieKupa
'96. Clark regrouped and ran off the next
six points to go up 9-6.
"The team came out really nervous," said Birkel. "We're a young team,
and being in the new gym... It was a little
overwhelming, but we settled down and
started to play our game," With Ursula
Garry '94 serving, a Birkel dig set up a
Kupa kill to make it 9-9. Then a block by
Leslie Remington '94 put the Bants up
10-9. The teams traded points, then with
the score tied at twelve, Erwin served
consecutive rockets that Clark's
backcourtplayers could not return. One
point later, a Mandell serve was returned
into the net, and the Bants had the first
game 15-13. The first game was both the
most competive and the most sloppy.
During the remainder of the match the
Bant's were able to raise their level of
play and Clark was not.
The Bant's started strong in the
second game. Yvonne VanDerGroen '94
opened the game serving for Trinity. A
kill by Remington made it 1-0, and a
great dig by Mandell made the score 2-0.
After two quick Clark points, Birkel
served. The Bant's ran off four unanswered points on two failed Clark returns (4-2), a Remington kill (5-2), and an
Erwin kill (6-2). After a pair of side outs,
Ya Jen Chang '94 s erved the firs t two aces
of the game. Two side outs later,
Remington served two more aces for the
Bant's, and a Clark spike into the net
made the score 11-2.
It looked to everyone in the stands
like Trinity was going to take the second
game with ease. Unfortunately the players may have thought so too. Once again
Yogi Berra was proved correct as Clark
rallied to close the gap to 13-12. "I think
that we just let up a little, which led to
mental mistakes, and before we knew it
we were only up by one, " said Birkel.

The Bantams were flying high last Saturday in the confines of their
new home in Oosting Gym. They defeated Clark 15-13, 15-12, 15-5.
During the Clark run, the Bant's wore
serving out of bounds, and jumping into
the net with regularity, "Those are mistakes thatwecan't afford to makeagainst
other teams," said Birkel. "I hope that we
got them all out of our system." Birkel
went on to say that she was surprised
thatsuch a stretch of poor plays occurred,
"because we never play that poorly in
practice." The only Bantam highlights in
the Clark run were an ace from
Remington, and a couple of service winners from Mandell. With the score 14-12
Clark returned Mandell's serve into the
net, and the Bant's had the second game
15-12.
The third game was all Trinity.
Birkel served the Bant's to a 4-0 lead.
Kupa served for the first time in the
match, and Clark could not return her
first serve. A nice set from VanDerGroen
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set up another Erwin kill, and Trinity led
fi-0. Remington's fourth act! of the? match
made it 8-0, and after I wo Clark points, a
Birkel kill, and a Kupa dink, the Bant's
had a 10-2 lend. It wa.s 1,1-5 when ilardin
Barton '96 .served for I he Hants and Clark
failed lo return llu.\st'rve(14-5). Barton's
next serve was relumed, but Mandell set
up Kupa for the kill, and the Bant's had
the gamt'15-5, and tin; match 3-0.
Tomorrow night at 7 pm, the
Bantams will be doing battle against the
Cardinals of Wesleyan in the Gosling
Gymnasium. Birkel is excited about the
match. "We always play Wesleyan lough.
They bring out ourbest They're our arch
rivals." Trinity won the last time these
two teams met last year, so Wesleyan
will be out for revenge. The Bants will be
looking for some new faces in the crowd
to support tht?m.

Men's Soccer Sinks Coast Guard;
Fiieshman Sparkle In Overtime Win
BY MATT PETERSON
Sports Writer

Men's Soccer at practice early last week. Last Friday night under the
tights in New London the Bants sunk Coast Guard 3-2 in overtime.
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The Bantams began the season Friday night right where they left off last fall
by downing the Coast Guard Academy
3-2 in an overtime thriller. The youthful
Bants, with three freshman and five
sophomores in the starting lineup, dominated play for ninety minutes but were
unable to finish off a fiesty Coast Guard
team. However, after taking the lead in
the first overtime period, the Bants were
able to remain composed and prevent a
tie thatin Coach Mighten's words would
have been a "travesty".
In front of a hostile crowd of our
nations finest, the Bantams were able to
set the tempo early, utilizing their skill
and quickness to create some dazzling
opportunities. However, thwarted by
the classic Coast Guard style of a stingy
defense with a flair for the kick and run,
the Bants were unable to convert and
began to mimick their opponents somewhat Sunken style. It was not until fifteen minutes remained in the first half
that the Bants were finally rewarded for
their efforts. Forward Tim Yates '94 set

off on one of his famous full-field runs
and released a low hard shot from about
twenty yards out. The Bear's keeper made
the initial save but loft a rebound for
freshman opportunist Greg Cartin to finish off. The lead proved to be only temporary, as a defensive error, attributable
to inexperience, permitted the Coast
Guard to equalize the game in the closing minutes of the first half.
At the half, Coach Mighlen implored his team to play the skillful soccer
of which they are capable. With that on
their minds, the Bants came out strong in
the second half and began to carry She
play once more. The imminent Bantam
goal finally cameof f the boot of Val Bruno
'95, who surprised every one when he
unleashed a shot from 33 yards out.The
stunned Coast Guard netminder resembled a dear in headlights as. he
watched the ball float past him and into
the right corner. Once again, however,
some relaxed marking around the Bantam goal allowed Coast Guard back ifllo
•thegame. AfterthwariingaCoastGuard
corner kick, the Pants watched as & loose
bail was pounced on by one of the Bears,
please turn to page 22

